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Abstract1


2


Genetic variation is generally considered a prerequisite for adaptation to new environmental 3


conditions. Thus the discovery of genetically depauperate but geographically widespread 4


species is unexpected. We used twelve paternally inherited chloroplast microsatellites to 5


estimate population genetic variation across the full range of an emblematic circum-6


Mediterranean conifer, stone pine (Pinus pinea L.). The same chloroplast DNA haplotype is 7


fixed in nearly all of the 34 investigated populations. Such a low level of variation is 8


consistent with a previous report of very low levels of diversity at nuclear loci in this species. 9


Stone pine appears to have passed through a severe and prolonged demographic bottleneck, 10


followed by subsequent natural- and human-mediated dispersal across the Mediterranean 11


Basin. No other abundant and widespread plant species has as little genetic diversity as P. 12


pinea at both chloroplast and nuclear markers. However, the species harbours a non-negligible 13


amount of variation at adaptive traits. Thus a causal relationship between genetic diversity, as 14


measured by marker loci, and the evolutionary precariousness of a species, cannot be taken for 15


granted.16


17


Key words. Pinus pinea, chloroplast microsatellites, conservation genetics, diversity 18


depletion, human impact.19
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Introduction 1


The existence of genetically depauperate species has long puzzled and challenged geneticists. 2


A lack of variation is sometimes viewed as a negative result, with the risk that results remain 3


unreported (Amos & Balmford 2001). Lack of variation also makes it difficult to apply the 4


usual arsenal of analytical methods for population genetic inferences (Soltis et al. 1992). But 5


most important, the finding of species that are largely devoid of genetic variation questions 6


the ‘central dogma of conservation genetics’: the belief that genetic diversity is essential and 7


worthy of conservation (Lehman 1998). One of the most famous cases of a genetically 8


depauperate species is that of the African cheetah (O’Brien et al. 1985). This species has 9


experienced a prolonged bottleneck resulting in extreme inbreeding, probably during the 10


Pleistocene, when large mammals such as the giant ground sloth or cave bears became extinct 11


(O’Brien 1994). Although the cheetah has regained a large distribution range, it has poor 12


sperm quality and poor reproductive success in captivity, stimulating the interest in the role of 13


genetics in conservation (Lehman 1998; Amos & Balmford 2001). However, other species 14


that are also nearly completely devoid of genetic variation, such as the northern elephant seal, 15


do not seem to suffer from fertility problems (Bonnell & Selander 1974). This has led some 16


authors to conclude that continued demographic recovery of a species may owe more to 17


immediate non-genetic factors, such as local availability of food resources, than to the level of18


genetic variability (Weber et al. 2004).19


Trees provide an excellent opportunity to test such hypotheses. Given their larger 20


effective population sizes, higher reproductive capacity and greater longevity, trees should be 21


less prone than large animal species to prolonged bottlenecks (Petit & Hampe 2006), as 22


testified by their typically high levels of genetic diversity (Hamrick et al. 1992). If they do 23


experience bottlenecks and massive diversity loss, can they recover and thrive, as observed in 24
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some large mammals? Such cases should be particularly useful for testing the 1


conservationists’ dogma. 2


Here we focus on an emblematic Mediterranean tree, the stone pine or umbrella pine 3


(Pinus pinea L.). Humans have long relied on its nutritious nuts. The oldest stone pine fossil 4


remains are associated with Neanderthal groups in the south of the Iberian Peninsula: cone5


and wood charcoal fragments dated to 49,200 Before Present (BP) have been found in 6


Gibraltar (Prada et al. 1997; Finlayson et al. 2000). In a nearby site, the Nerja cave (Málaga, 7


southern Spain), large amounts of P. pinea charcoal and cone fragments have been discovered8


that date back from the Upper Palaeolithic (older than 18,940 BP) to the Neolithic (Badal 9


1998), suggesting that the nuts were a major source of food for humans at that time. The 10


earliest reported date of P. pinea cultivation is 3,000 BP (Prada et al. 1997; Martínez & 11


Montero 2004). The nuts became the object of an important trade and were exported by the 12


Phoenicians and the Romans as far as Egypt or England. Currently, stone pine has a scattered 13


distribution throughout the Mediterranean Basin (Figure 1), covering ∼650,000 ha 14


(representing tens of millions of trees) from sea level up to 1000 meters (Quézel & Médail 15


2003).16


We use paternally inherited chloroplast microsatellites to study the genetic variability 17


and possible origin of P. pinea forests situated across the Mediterranean, as these markers 18


have proven useful to study the geographic distribution of plant genetic diversity (Powell et al. 19


1995; Vendramin et al. 1999, 2000). We present evidence for an almost complete lack of 20


chloroplast-microsatellite variation across the full species range, a feature never encountered 21


so far in any other widespread plant species. These results are consistent with an earlier report 22


based on allozyme markers that detected only one polymorphic locus among 32 scored loci 23


(Fallour et al. 1997). To provide a baseline for comparison with P. pinea, we searched the 24


literature to identify other cases of genetically depauperate plants. This search indicates that 25
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P. pinea is truly exceptional among widespread, sexually reproducing plant species for its low 1


level of genetic diversity. We discuss factors that might account for the remarkable ‘reversal 2


of fortune’ of this species, i.e. the recovery of a large circum-Mediterranean range after the3


demographic bottleneck that resulted in a nearly complete loss of genetic diversity.4


5


Materials and methods6


Study species 7


Stone pine is one of the pine species most readily identified, given its distinctive umbrella-8


shaped crown. Trees of that species can withstand strong and salty winds. They can grow on 9


sandy soils and sandstones, and their thick bark and absence of low branches make them 10


resistant to ground fires (Rigolot 2004; Tapias et al. 2004). Today, P. pinea is distributed 11


across the Mediterranean region and has recently been naturalised in other regions with 12


Mediterranean climates, including Israel, North Africa, and South Africa (Cape Province) 13


where it is considered an invasive (Richardson et al. 1990). Stone pine is also the object of 14


several genetic improvement programs focusing on nut and wood production (Court-Picon et 15


al. 2004; Mutke et al. 2005).16


17


Chloroplast DNA study18


We collected seeds or needles from 34 natural populations distributed across the full range of 19


P. pinea (Table 1). Sampled trees (24 individuals per population) were at least 50 m from one 20


another. We isolated DNA from embryos or needles following the protocols of Doyle and21


Doyle (1990), Dellaporta et al. (1983), or with the Plant DNeasy kit (QIAGEN). We screened 22


most samples with 12 chloroplast microsatellite primers designed on the basis of the complete 23


chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) sequence of P. thunbergii: Pt1254, Pt9383, Pt15169, Pt26081, 24


Pt30204, Pt36480, Pt41093, Pt63718, Pt71936, Pt79951, Pt87268 and Pt109567 (Vendramin 25
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et al. 1996). However, five Spanish populations (SP3-7; see Table 1) were screened with only 1


five markers (Pt1254, Pt30204, Pt36480, Pt71936 and Pt87268), but these markers included 2


all chloroplast microsatellites regions found to be polymorphic. PCR amplification and sizing 3


conditions were as described in Vendramin et al. (1996). We repeated sizing at least twice. 4


We cloned the fragments of the different haplotypes into plasmid vectors and then sequenced 5


them with an ALF Express Amersham Biosciences sequencer to confirm both the presence of 6


the microsatellites in the amplified fragments and the fact that variation in length was due to 7


different numbers of repeats within the microsatellite regions. We obtained haplotype 8


diversity estimates with the GenAlEx software (Peakall & Smouse 2006).9


We used a double standardization procedure to check for the possible effects of 10


differences in sampling and microsatellite length when comparing diversity of P. pinea with 11


that of other conifer species. First, we estimated the expected number of different alleles in 12


equal-sized samples of 100 (Â[100]) with the program RAREFAC 13


(www.pierroton.inra.fr/genetics/labo/Software/). Second, we standardized this measure of 14


allelic richness to a mean number of microsatellite repeats of 10 (Â[100,10]) (Petit et al. 2005, 15


equation 1).16


17


Comparison with other genetically depauperate plants18


Genetically depauperate plant species were defined as those with overall species nuclear 19


diversity H lower than 0.05; this corresponds to the heterozygosity of a locus whose most 20


frequent allele exceeds 0.97. Other requirements were that estimates should be based on a 21


minimum of 10 loci and on samples originating from multiple populations, except for species 22


growing in a single locale. We also noted a number of potential explanatory attributes such as 23


plant size, woody/herbaceous habit, geographic range size, native or introduced status, 24
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existence of asexual reproduction (through apomixis or vegetative growth), and mating 1


system.2


3


4


Results and discussion5


6


1. The extremely low genetic diversity of P. pinea7


In their investigation of range-wide allozyme diversity in P. pinea, Fallour et al. (1997) found 8


only one polymorphic locus (with just two alleles) out of 32 loci tested (overall diversity H = 9


0.015; recomputed from their data). This diversity value is an order of magnitude lower than 10


the mean value observed in other species of the genus Pinus (H = 0.157, N = 93; Hamrick et 11


al. 1992). Our cpDNA survey extends this finding to the chloroplast genome. The sequencing 12


of 12 cpDNA regions in 40 individuals revealed a total of 13 mononucleotide stretches with 13


>6 repeats (one region did not have any microsatellite motif and two had two mononucleotide 14


stretches each). Only three of the 13 mononucleotide stretches were polymorphic in the 15


overall sample, each with two size variants differing from each other by one repeat, which 16


combined into four different haplotypes (supplementary Table 1). All investigated populations 17


were fixed for the same haplotype except the three populations from Lebanon where two 18


additional low-frequency haplotypes were detected, and two populations from central Spain 19


where one additional haplotype was found, also at very low frequency (Fig. 1). Hence, 20


cpDNA diversity is extremely low in this species: total haplotype diversity is only 0.019 21


(compared to an average of 0.37 in other conifers, see Table 1) and standardized allelic 22


richness per microsatellite locus 1.08 (compared to 2.58 in other conifers). Sequencing of the 23


cpDNA fragments indicated that the lack of polymorphism is not due to loss or interruption of 24


repeat motifs. Further analyses and standardization showed that the lower diversity of stone 25
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pine is neither due to ascertainment bias caused by shorter alleles (i.e. a lower number of 1


repeats in stone pine microsatellite stretches) nor due to different sample sizes compared to 2


other conifers (Table 1). 3


In line with the reduced genetic diversity of P. pinea detected with allozymes (Fallour 4


et al. 1997) and chloroplast microsatellites (this study), previous investigations found no 5


significant variation in seed fatty acids composition (Nasri et al. 2005) and oil unsaponifiable 6


matter (Nasri et al. 2007), even though these compounds are generally variable in plants (e.g. 7


Linder 2000). Similarly, no variation exists in the response of P. pinea to the rust Cronartium 8


flaccidum, as all plants tested are highly susceptible to this fungus; this contrasts with the 9


situation in Pinus pinaster, a closely related Mediterranean conifer (Raddi et al. 1979). 10


However, provenance tests involving material from across the range have revealed some 11


differences in other adaptive traits (e.g. Bellefontaine et al. 1980; Court-Picon et al. 2004). 12


Moreover, estimates of broad-sense heritability (H²: the proportion of phenotypic variation in 13


a population attributable to genetic variation among individuals) obtained in a grafted clone 14


bank (H² = 0.17 for cone weight and 0.20 for seed output, Mutke et al. 2005) are significant, 15


although lower than the mean heritability found in the literature (mean H² = 0.32 based on 504 16


estimates from 49 studies of plants, Geber & Griffen 2003). This indicates that, at least at 17


some traits, there is a non-negligible store of variation available for selection to act upon in 18


this species.  19


20


2. Comparison with other genetically depauperate plant species21


The finding of reduced levels of marker diversity in P. pinea can best be appreciated in a 22


comparative framework. We therefore conducted a literature survey of studies reporting 23


genetically depauperate wild plant species based on allozyme data.  Allozyme markers have 24


been used extensively, providing comparable genetic data from a wide variety of plants. 25
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Species lacking allozyme diversity were estimated to represent about 4% of the cases, a small 1


but significant number (Godt & Hamrick 1997). In agreement with this finding, our literature 2


survey identified as many as 96 species with H (species level diversity) below 0.053


(supplementary Table 2). However, further analysis indicated that genetically depauperate 4


plants with attributes similar to those of P. pinea are truly exceptional. First, 26 species (27% 5


of the total) identified can reproduce clonally. In these species, the lack of diversity can stem 6


from a single clone spreading across a large area. For instance, the English elm (Ulmus 7


procera), widespread across Europe, was recently shown to be a 2,000-year-old Roman clone 8


(Gil et al. 2004). Second, 34 species (35%) are predominantly self-fertilizing. Selfing plants 9


are not less diverse than allogamous ones at the species level (Hamrick et al. 1992). However, 10


this mode of reproduction allows a single ‘pure line’ to persist or expand, potentially 11


accounting for the finding of genetically depauperate selfing plants. Third, the list includes 5912


endemics (61%), some growing in a single population, often in isolated places such as in 13


islands. Finally, 15 cases involve introduced and/or weedy species sampled only in their 14


introduced range. 15


Excluding all these categories leaves only nine plant species (Table 2). Three of these 16


have an overall genetic diversity lower than that of P. pinea, although the only truly abundant 17


and widespread species that may potentially rival with P. pinea in terms of genetic uniformity 18


is Pinus resinosa, a widespread North American pine. Several studies have confirmed the 19


nearly complete lack of diversity of P. resinosa at nuclear loci (Allendorf et al. 1982; Simon 20


et al. 1986; Mosseler et al. 1992; De Verno & Mosseler 1997). As with P. pinea, this 21


discovery ‘seems to conflict with the fact that this species consists of million of individuals 22


occupying a vast range’ (Walter & Epperson 2001). 23


Chloroplast microsatellites have higher mutation rates than allozymes (Provan et al. 24


1999) and are typically highly variable in conifers (e.g. Powell et al. 1995; Vendramin et al. 25
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1996; Petit et al. 2005). For instance, 25 different chloroplast-microsatellite haplotypes were 1


found in the circum-Mediterranean pine P. halepensis, a xerothermic species closely related to 2


P. pinea that has low allozyme diversity (Bucci et al. 1998). Even in P. resinosa, which 3


completely lacks allozyme diversity, nine out of 11 chloroplast microsatellite loci investigated 4


were polymorphic and up to 23 haplotypes were identified (Walter & Epperson 2001; Echt et 5


al. 1998). Hence, the reduced chloroplast diversity found in P. pinea (only four haplotypes, 6


including three that are very rare) is particularly remarkable. To our knowledge, the only 7


conifer in which a lower level of chloroplast microsatellites variation than P. pinea has been 8


detected is P. torreyana, a Californian narrow endemic (Provan et al. 1999).9


10


3. Accounting for the low genetic diversity but broad geographic distribution of P. pinea11


To understand the causes of the uniquely low diversity at both chloroplast and nuclear 12


markers in P. pinea, we first outline those factors that might have contributed to the initial 13


loss of diversity. We then focus on those that can explain its subsequent range expansion 14


despite a near absence of genetic diversity.15


16


The loss of diversity 17


Of great significance is the fact that only limited genetic differentiation exists among P. pinea18


populations (Fallour et al. 1997; Nasri et al. 2005, 2007). If diversity had been lost 19


independently in different parts of the range, different alleles would have been fixed in 20


different areas, as observed in P. torreyana in California (Ledig & Conkle 1983). The three 21


rare cpDNA haplotypes from Lebanon and central Spain, all differing by a single mutation 22


from the ubiquitous haplotype, do not point to independent survival of haplotypes that existed 23


prior to the bottleneck but rather to post-bottleneck mutations in areas of expansion (Slatkin & 24


Hudson 1991). In contrast, the single allozyme polymorphism identified, malic enzyme, with 25
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two widely distributed alleles at frequency of 0.4 and 0.6 (Fallour et al. 1997), would pre-date 1


the bottleneck. Altogether, this suggests that a range-wide decline resulting in the survival of a 2


single (i.e. geographically circumscribed) population took place at some point(s) during the 3


species history. 4


The rate of diversity loss following a bottleneck can be estimated as follows: 5


Ht/H0 = (1-1/[2Ne])
t (1)6


where Ht is the heterozygosity at generation t, H0 the initial heterozygosity, and Ne the 7


genetically effective population size (Frankham 2005). As discussed previously, there is a 10-8


fold difference in allozyme diversity between P. pinea and other pines. By assuming that P. 9


pinea had a pre-bottleneck diversity level typical of that of other pines, equation (1) indicates 10


that 22 generations would be necessary to reduce diversity to 10% of its initial value with 11


Ne = 5, and as many as 45 generations with Ne = 10. In view of the long generation times of 12


trees (see Hailer et al. 2006 for an analysis of the consequences of bottlenecks on long-lived 13


organisms), these estimates suggest that one or more drastic and prolonged declines took place 14


that affected the entire species. 15


However, the loss of diversity might have been accelerated by the unusual mating 16


system of the species. Trees normally experience strong inbreeding depression, resulting in 17


the elimination of all inbred progeny prior to maturity (Petit & Hampe 2006; Scofield & 18


Schultz 2006). Interestingly, along with P. resinosa (Fowler 1964; Mosseler et al. 1991, 1992; 19


Echt et al. 1998), P. pinea is one of the very few tree species that are largely devoid of 20


inbreeding depression: even two successive generations of self-pollination do not appreciably 21


reduce height growth in this species (Ammannati 1988). During a bottleneck, the effects of 22


inbreeding depression begin very early, within a few generations, whereas genetic diversity is 23


affected much more slowly (Amos & Balmford 2001). If a tree species is purged from its 24


inbreeding depression in the course of the bottleneck, by exposing deleterious alleles to 25
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selection, tolerance to selfing should appear, as observed in P. pinea. This in turn should 1


accelerate genetic drift and diversity loss, compared to estimates obtained with equation (1) 2


(effective population size is divided by two in a completely selfing species, compared to an 3


outcrossing species with the same census size).4


The survival of the species during the last glacial period not only in southern Spain but 5


also in other regions such as southeastern France (where fossil wood remains of P. pinea6


dated at 20,300 BP have been found; Bazile-Robert 1981) implies that the bottleneck predates 7


the Last Glacial Maximum, before humans could have had a major impact on forests 8


(although they might have acted indirectly, e.g. by increasing fire frequencies in the region). 9


Natural climatic fluctuations during the Quaternary could have resulted in the 10


prolonged bottleneck experienced by P. pinea. Xerothermic conifer species, such as P. pinea, 11


tend to have less gene diversity than their mesothermic counterparts (Fady 2005), probably as 12


a consequence of the greater magnitude of population reductions and expansions of these 13


species in relation to glacial-interglacial episodes. In P. torreyana, a genetically depauperate 14


coastal pine with ecological requirements similar to those of P. pinea, ice ages have also been 15


suggested to play a role in the species decline (Provan et al. 1999; Ledig & Conkle 1983).16


In contrast to the majority of pines, whose seeds are adapted to dispersal by wind, the 17


ability of P. pinea and P. torreyana to disperse seeds depends on the presence of mutualistic 18


animals, such as birds. The scarcity of seed dispersers during critical periods of the species 19


history may have compromised their ability to colonize new territories, making them more 20


susceptible to range contractions and ultimately affecting their genetic diversity (Ledig & 21


Conkle 1983, Ledig et al. 1999). 22


23


Demographic expansion of P. pinea24
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The most unusual finding of this study is not the bottleneck and subsequent loss of diversity 1


per se but the fact that P. pinea has retained a low level of diversity while spreading across a 2


diverse and fragmented region. The maintenance of such a low level of genetic diversity3


implies that the expansion of P. pinea was recent or that mutation rates are low enough. The 4


expansion of P. pinea across the Mediterranean must have started at least 3000 years ago, 5


when humans began to cultivate the species (Badal 1998). However, it could have started6


much earlier if the observations of the species’ presence in at least two distant locations 7


(southern Spain and south-eastern France) during the last ice age (Bazile-Robert 1981; 8


Finlayson et al. 2006) are confirmed or if claims that the species is native not only to the 9


western Mediterranean but also to the eastern Mediterranean Basin hold true (Barbéro et al. 10


1998). Thus, P. pinea has been unable to regain much genetic diversity several hundreds or 11


more probably thousands of generations after its decline. In North America, P. resinosa has 12


also maintained very low levels of genetic variation at nuclear markers for a long period of 13


time, since the species survived in multiple glacial refugia during the last ice age (Boys et al. 14


2005; Walter & Epperson 2005). Hence, low evolutionary rates seem necessary to account for 15


the existence of such widespread yet genetically depauperate species. Substitution rates are 16


known to be particularly low in trees (Petit & Hampe 2006), including pines (Willyard et al. 17


2006), a likely consequence of their long generation time (Kay et al. 2006; Petit & Hampe 18


2006), which can potentially account for the relatively high proportion of trees among 19


widespread yet genetically depauperate plant species. 20


While a reduced evolutionary rate should help preserve a low level of diversity after 21


the expansion, it does not account for the success of the expansion itself. For this, a number of 22


not mutually exclusive explanations can be suggested. First, the expansion may owe more to 23


the idiosyncratic presence of a suitable disperser than to the existence of a large store of 24


genetic variation. In this respect, humans have played a significant role by cultivating the 25
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species for at least three millennia. Second, the striking rebound of P. pinea may be in part 1


attributed to the loss of specific parasites and diseases during the bottleneck phase (Amos & 2


Balmford 2001). This ‘release from enemies’ hypothesis is similar to that proposed for the 3


success of invasive species in their introduced range (Keane & Crawley 2002). Today P. pinea4


is known to have comparatively few parasites and diseases (Fady et al. 2004). Third, 5


successful adaptation to new environmental conditions encountered during the expansion 6


depends on the presence of variation at phenotypic traits, not on marker diversity. The small 7


but non-negligible amount of heritable variation found at adaptive traits (Mutke et al. 2005) 8


could have played a role in the successful expansion of the species. The situation is similar in 9


the genetically depauperate P. resinosa, where heritable variation ‘compares favorably with 10


that of other pines’ for critical characters such as growth rate or phenology (David et al. 11


2003), although for other traits the species has been considered relatively homogenous 12


(Fowler & Lester 1970). These findings are not that surprising: heritability of traits and 13


genetic diversity evaluated by molecular markers are poorly, if at all, correlated (Reed & 14


Frankham 2001; see also González-Martínez et al. [2004] for a case study in a conifer). 15


Balancing- or frequency-dependent selection should better preserve quantitative genetic 16


variation than molecular diversity during bottlenecks (Lynch 1996; Reed & Frankham 2001), 17


possibly accounting for the poor correlation. In addition, the recovery of genetic variance at 18


quantitative traits is typically faster than the increase in mean heterozygosity (Willis & Orr 19


1993). Epigenetic variation can also accumulate quickly after a bottleneck (Rapp & Wendel 20


2005); it might therefore be responsible for some of the differences among trees identified in 21


clonal tests. Finally, P. pinea has a high level of phenotypic plasticity (Mutke et al. 2005), 22


which could have helped it colonize new environments despite reduced genetic variation.23


24


Conclusion25
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While there is little doubt that genetic variation is the raw material for adaptation, the 1


connections between neutral diversity, quantitative trait variation and adaptability are not 2


straightforward. As a consequence, a causal relationship between genetic variability, as 3


measured by marker loci, and the evolutionary precariousness of a species, cannot be taken for 4


granted (Lehman 1998). This study illustrates the great potential of genetically depauperate 5


species for critically evaluating some of the classical assumptions of conservation genetics. 6


However, we should keep in mind that even if some species can survive and thrive following 7


a severe population bottleneck (such as stone pine, red pine or the northern elephant seal), 8


these represent the few lucky ones rather than the norm (Godt & Hamrick 1997). Moreover, 9


the time needed to re-establish variation is considerable, especially in long-lived species, and 10


it is unclear how such species will react to novel environmental conditions, not experienced 11


during the bottleneck or recovery phase.12
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 Table 1. Variation at chloroplast microsatellites in Pinus pinea compared to that in other 1


conifers2


3


Pinus pinea Other conifersa


Number of loci per species (>6 repeats)         13      4.9
Proportion of polymorphic locib         23%         71%
H (haplotypic diversity)  0.019 0.37
Â (mean number of alleles/locus) 1.23 4.62
Â[100]


c 1.06 3.90
Â[100;10]


d 1.08 2.58
Mean number of repeats per locus         10.0        13.0
Maximum number of repeats         14.0        15.1
a Data for eight species combined: Abies alba, Picea abies, Pinus brutia, P. cembra, P. 4


halepensis, P. lambertiana, P. mugo and P. pinaster; see Petit et al. (2005).5
b No threshold used.6
c Mean number of alleles per locus in equal-sized samples of 100 individuals. 7
d Mean number of alleles per locus in equal-sized samples of 100 individuals after 8


standardization to a mean number of repeats per locus of 10. 9


10


11


Table 2. List of genetically depauperate but widespread plant species, excluding clonal and 12


self-fertilizing plants, ranked by order of increasing diversity.13


14


Speciesa Family Statureb Habitc Popd Locie Hes
f Reference


Pinus resinosa Pinaceae 32 W  2 27 0.001 Allendorf et al. 1982
Berchemia berchemiaefolia Rhamnaceae 17 W 4 14 0.001 Lee et al. 2003
Schwalbea americana Scrophulariaceae 0.6 H 13 15 0.006 Godt & Hamrick 1998
Pinus pinea Pinaceae 30 W 17 32 0.015 Fallour et al. 1997
Lespedeza capitata Fabaceae 1.6 H 12 34 0.020 Cole & Biesboer 1992
Juglans cinerea Juglandaceae 30 W 9 12 0.029 Morin et al. 2000
Heuchera americana Saxifragaceae 0.6 H 12 14 0.039 Soltis 1985
Desmodium nudiflorum Fabaceae 0.29 H 5 13 0.043 Schaal & Smith 1980
Tsuga canadensis Pinaceae 35 W 17 10 0.043 Zabinski 1992
a Trees are underlined15
b Stature in meters16
c Habit (W: woody, H: herbaceous)17
d Pop: number of populations sampled18
e Loci: number of loci scored19
f Hes:  expected heterozygosity at the species level20


21
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Figure legend1


2


3


Figure 1. Chloroplast DNA variation in Pinus pinea populations across its range. Only four 4


haplotypes were identified when surveying 13 microsatellites: H1: yellow, H2: red, H3: green, 5


H4: black.6
7
8
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Abstract – Four populations of Norway spruce (Picea abies Karst.) were screened using nine nuclear microsatellite markers (three trinucleotides and
six dinucleotides) and four chloroplast markers (all mononucleotides). Marker classes were compared for their variability, mutation rate and ability
to detect differentiation between stands. Dinucleotide markers proved to be the most variable group and chloroplast stretches the least variable, with
differences in mutation rate between the former and the latter spanning over two orders of magnitude. Variability correlated to the number of repeats
but not to the absolute length of the microsatellite region. The different marker classes were combined with two different measures of genetic distance
in order to investigate the performance of markers and evolutionary models for the study of genetic variation in natural populations of Norway spruce.
Weir and Cockeram’s FST generally performed better in this clear-cut, four-population model study. Chloroplast haplotypes turned out to be the most
sensitive marker system, being able to differentiate populations and to detect differences in genetic variability between sub-regions.


conifers / SSR / divergence / statistical testing / genetic distance


Résumé – Génétique des populations d’épicéa (Picea abies Karst.) à l’échelle régionale : sensibilité de différent motifs microsatellites dans
la détection de la différenciation. Quatre populations d’épicéa (Picea abies Karst.) ont été analysées avec neuf marqueurs microsatellite nucléaires
(trois trinucléotidiques et six dinucléotidiques) et quatre marqueurs chloroplastiques (tous mononucléotidiques). La variabilité, le taux de mutation et
la performance dans la détection de la différentiation entre sites de ces classes de marqueurs ont été comparées. Les marqueurs dinucléotidiques ont
montré la plus forte variabilité, et les marqueurs chloroplastiques la plus faible, avec une différence en taux de mutation d’un facteur cent entre les
deux classes. La variabilité est corrélé avec le nombre de répétions mais n‘est pas corrélé avec la taille de la répétition. Les différentes classes des
marqueurs ont été combinées avec deux mesures de distance génétique pour analyser les effets du choix du marqueur et du model évolutif sur l’étude de
la variabilité génétique des populations naturelles d’épicéa. Le FST de Weir et Cockeram a produit en général les meilleurs résultats dans cette simple
étude sur quatre populations. Les haplotypes chloroplastiques ont montré la plus grande efficacité, permettant de distinguer les régions et les populations
à l’intérieur des régions.


conifères / SSR / divergence / test statistique / distance génétique


1. INTRODUCTION


Norway spruce is a conifer species characterised by a
wide natural range, covering most of continental Europe,
by high levels of heterozygosity, and by low levels of pop-
ulation differentiation even at large geographical distances.
Studies based on molecular markers with low allelic diver-
sity (isozymes [15]; SCARs [25]) generally show an average
among-population FST close to 5%. This does not apply, how-
ever, to maternally-inherited (mitochondrial) markers, which
on the contrary can detect high levels of differentiation [9,27],
due to limited seed dispersal and consequently increased pop-
ulation structuring. For biparentally or paternally inherited
loci, trends of differentiation or clines of allele frequencies are
hardly detectable, so that it is generally hard to make phylo-
geographic inferences based on molecular marker data. The


* Corresponding author: ivan.scotti@kourou.cirad.fr


introduction of markers with a higher variability (expressed
as number of observed alleles, for a given sample size), such
as nuclear microsatellites, may help in the identification of
local exceptions to these general features, as well as in the
detection of range-wide migration and colonisation routes.
Indeed, the application of chloroplast microsatellites has al-
lowed Bucci and Vendramin [2] to identify sections of the
range of Norway spruce confirming the colonisation routes hy-
pothesised by Lagercrantz and Ryman [15]. Chloroplast mark-
ers combine average variability (intermediate between nuclear
microsatellites and isozymes) with the possibility to identify
(non-recombining) haplotypes, which magnify their power in
the detection of differentiation.


Nuclear microsatellite markers have slightly different fea-
tures than chloroplast loci, since they are less sensitive to
variations in population effective size (due to diploidy), show
a generally higher variability, and allow the assessment of
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heterozygosity. Moreover, nuclear chromosomes display vir-
tually all repeat units made of 1 to 5 nucleotides. This allows
the study of the behaviour of each of these repeat classes in
population studies.


Nuclear SSR markers for Norway spruce have been de-
veloped from genomic dinucleotide and trinucleotide se-
quences [19, 23, 24] and from EST-derived dinucleotide
stretches [22]. Their variability and power in the detection of
differentiation are evaluated here in a set of four populations
distributed in the Eastern part of the Alps, chosen so that, when
taken pairwise, they cover increasing levels of geographic
isolation. Pollen-mediated gene flow in conifers is generally
strong, as deduced by genetic distance estimates [15, 25], and
genetic differentiation appears to be linearly correlated with
geographical distances at least on a scale of few tens to few
hundred kilometers ([15] and this paper). At very short dis-
tances, pollen flow is very effective in amalgamating popula-
tions ([3] and references therein). Therefore, we expect pop-
ulations only few kilometres apart to behave genetically as a
single unit, while more distant populations should reflect more
strictly an island model. We investigate here the ability of dif-
ferent classes of SSR markers to detect differentiation among
populations at increasing geographic distances, analysing the
effects of repeat type and mutation rate on the resulting pattern
of differentiation.


A further source of variation in the estimates of genetic dif-
ferentiation, besides the use of different marker classes, is rep-
resented by the choice of the genetic distance estimator (and of
its underlying evolutionary model). The use of FST and RST in
the analysis of natural populations has been recently reviewed
by Balloux and Lugon-Moulin [1]. Particular combinations
of markers and genetic distance estimators may lead to fail-
ures in the detection of actual genetic differentiation as well
to the detection of apparent genetic differentiation where there
is none. This may be particularly true for small sample sizes
and/or when applying a limited number of markers (see [1]
and citations therein). This corresponds, in statistical terms,
respectively to false negative and false positive results. Ideally,
marker systems should be “calibrated” so that such errors are
avoided in real cases, using a clear-cut population sampling
scheme as a reference.


In this article we compare the results obtained by three
classes of microsatellites: nuclear dinucleotide SSRs, nuclear
trinucleotide SSRs and chloroplast SSRs. Marker classes are
shown to correspond to mutation rate classes as defined by
the statistical analysis of genetic variation [4]. This analysis
also provides an estimate of relative mutation rates among loci.
By analysing populations at increasing geographic distances,
we explored under which conditions different marker types,
in combination with genetic distance estimators, fail to detect
differentiation (false negative results) or detect significant dif-
ferentiation between undifferentiated populations (false posi-
tive results) of Norway spruce.


Our results provide guidelines on how to apply microsatel-
lite marker data to the analysis of population differentiation
in conifers, and suggest ways to avoid false inferences on the
geographical structuring of genetic diversity.


2. MATERIALS AND METHODS


Four populations, geographically clustered in two groups of two
populations, have been chosen so that two (Tarvisio and Fusine) are
found in the same valley at short distance (3 km), and the other two
(Val Meledrio and Val di Fiemme) lie in two nearby valleys (30 km
apart), separated by two ranges of mountains and by the Adige val-
ley, at a large distance from the first pair (Fig. 1a). Within-pair ge-
netic distances are therefore expected to differ between the two pairs,
with the former actually belonging to a single panmictic unit, and
the latter deriving from two separated units. This offers an empirical
pattern of expected pairwise population differentiation. We expect an
“insensitive” combination of markers and genetic distance measures
to detect no differentiation, a “sensitive” system to detect differentia-
tion for the four pairs of distant populations, a “very sensitive” system
to also detect separation between Val Meledrio and Val di Fiemme,
while an “hypersensitive” combination would detect differentiation
for all pairwise comparisons, including for the pair Tarvisio-Fusine,
for which no differentiation at all should be detected.


SSR data have been analysed using two most commonly used
measures of genetic distance involving within-population expected
heterozygosity, FST [18,33] (based on the Infinite Allele Model [13])
and RST [26] (based on the Stepwise Mutation Model; [14]). The re-
sults are compared to the grouping of the populations in two clusters,
which is expected based on the observed distribution of microsatellite
variability for Norway spruce in the Alps, and to the expectation that
Fusine and Tarvisio stands tend to merge into a single population due
to their proximity.


Seeds were collected from trees in the four stands. DNA was ex-
tracted from one-week old embryos (36 per population for Tarvisio
and Fusine) or from megagametophytes (from 36 mother trees per
population for Val Meledrio and Val di Fiemme) following the pro-
tocol of Doyle and Doyle [5] with modifications. In the latter case,
DNA was pooled by mother tree, in order to reconstitute mother tree
genotypes (six megagametophytes per mother tree).


PCR conditions, gel runs and data collection were as described
in [19] for dinucleotide markers (SpAGC1, SpAGC2, SpAGG3,
SpAC1F7, SpAGD1, SpAC1H8), and as described in [21] for trinu-
cleotide markers (EATC1B02, EATC1E03, and EATC1G02).


The protocol for chloroplast SSRs (Pt30204, Pt45002, Pt100783,
and Pt110048) was as described in Vendramin et al. [31]. Population
diversity estimates were computed using either the POPGENE [34]
or the GENEPOP [18] program. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was
tested through a G-test (95% limit). FST and RST were computed using
the A program [19]. Statistical significance of pairwise pop-
ulation differentiation was tested by permutation (with N = 1000).
The same software was also used to carry out the Analysis of Molecu-
lar Variance (AMOVA [7]). Significance of variance components was
tested by permutation (N = 1000). The variance of FSTand RST were
compared to the variance expected under drift alone by a Lewontin-
Krakauer test [16].


Chloroplast SSR scores were converted into haplotypes and
treated the same way as the nuclear SSR data. A haplotype net-
work [29] was also obtained using A, and tested statistically
for phylogeographic structure.


For the analysis of mutation rates, the analytical framework de-
scribed in Chakraborty et al. [4] was followed. Chakraborty et al. [4]
have shown that mutation rates are proportional to variances in allele
size, provided that a standard analysis of variance (ANOVA) proves
that there is no population history effect on allele size variance. In the
present study both diploid and haploid loci are considered. Therefore,
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Figure 1. (a) Map of the Eastern Alpine range with the position of the four sampled populations. Co-ordinates: Fusine, 46◦ 29’ N, 13◦ 39’
E; Tarvisio, 46◦ 30’ N, 13◦ 35’ E; Val di Fiemme, 46◦ 16’ N, 11◦ 32’ E; Val Meledrio, 46◦ 28’ N, 10◦ 52’ E. (b) Mean (dots) of the natural
logarithm of allele size variances for the three sets of loci (see text) and 95% confidence intervals (bars). Natural logarithms are displayed
instead of original values for clarity of visualisation. According to the explanation given in the text, displayed ln(var)CP is increased by a factor
ln2 to allow direct comparison with figures obtained from nuclear loci. (c) Relationship between FS T and geographical distance for Alpine
populations of Norway spruce. Two regression lines are shown, following the frame for the interpretation of data suggested by Hutchinson
and Templeton (1999). (d) Network of chloroplast haplotypes. Numbers at the top right of each circle represent the absolute frequency of each
haplotype in the global population; letters at the bottom right indicate the populations in which the haplotypes were observed (F = Fusine; T =
Tarvisio; M = Val Meledrio; V = Val di Fiemme).


equation (2) of Chakraborty et al. [4] has been modified, for chloro-
plast loci, to V = 2Nνψ"(1), in order to take into account haploid
population size. Consequently, ratios of variance (V) and mutation
rates (ν), for any pair of nuclear (n) and plastidial (p) microsatellites,
are related through the formula: Vn/Vp = nn/(2νp). In the following
analyses, this multiplication factor is included in the constants that
allow computation of ratios of set-specific mutation rates according
to Chakraborty et al. [4].


3. RESULTS


Diversity parameters and global FST values are shown in
Table I. The variability was higher for the dinucleotide SSRs
(10 to 41 alleles per locus) than for the trinucleotide loci (6 to
7 alleles per locus), while only 2 to 4 alleles per locus were
found at the chloroplast loci, with a total of 18 haplotypes
(out of 96 potential assortments of alleles). The chloroplast
loci therefore showed, taken as haplotypes, intermediate vari-
ability compared to the nuclear loci. Global FST values were


generally very low (Tab. I), an order of magnitude smaller than
the figures reported in other papers [15, 25].


Heterozygote deficiency was detected for all loci (Tab. I),
though only for the three trinucleotide loci this determined a
significant departure from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, either
within population or in the global sample. Homozygote excess
has been so far shown in conifers mostly in juveniles [17],
and it is possible that the type of tissue we have used for
this study (seedlings or pools of megagametophytes) shows
the same type of departure from equilibrium. However, only
EATC1G02 showed distortion at the population level in 3 pop-
ulations out of 4. EATC1B02 and EATC1E03 displayed de-
parture from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the global pop-
ulation, but not in single stands. The presence of equilibrium
within the populations associated with departure from equilib-
rium across populations (Wahlund effect [8]) is an indication
of population subdivision. This feature is only apparent for the
trinucleotide loci, while none of the dinucleotide SSRs gave
indications of population fragmentation. The presence of null
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Table I. Basic parameters of the markers as computed on the single populations.


Populations Population means


Locus F T V M Overall


EATC1G02 na 5 4 6 5 5.00 (0.82) 7
(FS T = 0.00) Ho 0.31 0.18 0.18 0.28 0.24 (0.07)


He 0.47 0.47 0.44 0.59 0.49 (0.07)
ANR 23.05
ASL 69.15


EATC1B02 na 6 6 5 6 5.75 (0.50) 6
(FS T = 0.00) Ho 0.41 0.42 0.49 0.40 0.43 (0.04)


He 0.41 0.46 0.51 0.46 0.46 (0.04)
ANR 13.04
ASL 39.13


EATC1E03 na 4 5 6 5 5.00 (0.82) 7
(FS T = 0.11) Ho 0.25 0.44 0.37 0.44 0.38 (0.09)


He 0.34 0.46 0.52 0.61 0.48 (0.11)
ANR 15.48
ASL 46.45


Set T na 5.00 (1.00) 5.00 (1.00) 5.67 (0.58) 5.33 (0.58)
(FS T = 0.04, Ho 0.32 (0.08) 0.35 (0.14) 0.35 (0.16) 0.38 (0.08)
s.e. = 0.06) He 0.41 (0.06) 0.47 (0.01) 0.49 (0.04) 0.55 (0.08)
SpAGC1 na 11 9 12 9 10.25 (1.50) 19
(FS T = 0.01) Ho 0.51 0.54 0.56 0.59 0.55 (0.03)


He 0.52 0.51 0.58 0.52 0.53 (0.03)
ANR 13.48
ASL 26.97


SpAGC2 na 13 12 12 13 12.50 (0.58) 23
(FS T = 0.00) Ho 0.50 0.45 0.36 0.65 0.49 (0.12)


He 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.84 (0.02)
ANR 15.62
ASL 31.24


SpAGG3 na 15 16 14 15 15.00 (0.82) 21
(FS T = 0.03) Ho 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.86 0.83 (0.03)


He 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.89 (0.01)
ANR 19.77
ASL 39.54


SpAGD1 na 29 19 29 27 26.00 (4.76) 39
(FS T = 0.02) Ho 0.82 0.84 0.63 0.89 0.79 (0.11)


He 0.95 0.89 0.95 0.93 0.93 (0.03)
ANR 28.51
ASL 57.02


SpAC1H8 na 22 19 22 20 20.75 (1.50) 41
(FS T = 0.02) Ho 0.70 0.57 0.45 0.71 0.61 (0.12)


He 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.91 (0.01)
ANR 21.08
ASL 42.17


SpAC1F7 na 8 7 6 6 6.75 (0.96) 10
(FS T = 0.01) Ho 0.69 0.48 0.46 0.44 0.52 (0.12)


He 0.58 0.56 0.48 0.51 0.53 (0.05)
ANR 9.43
ASL 18.85


Set D na 16.33 (7.79) 13.67 (5.13) 15.83 (8.26) 15.00 (7.62)
(FS T = 0.02, Ho 0.67 (0.14) 0.62 (0.17) 0.55 (0.16) 0.69 (0.17)
s.e. = 0.04) He 0.79 (0.19) 0.77 (0.18) 0.78 (0.20) 0.76 (0.19)
SetD+SetT na 12.56 (8.38) 10.78 (5.95) 12.44 (8.28) 11.78 (7.73)
(FS T = 0.02, Ho 0.56 (0.21) 0.53 (0.20) 0.48 (0.18) 0.59 (0.21)
s.e. = 0.04) He 0.66 (0.24) 0.67 (0.21) 0.68 (0.21) 0.69 (0.19)
Set C na 10 12 6 7 8.75 (2.75)
(FS T = 0.11) He 0.65 0.84 0.47 0.38 0.58 (0.20)


na = observed number of alleles; HO = observed hereozigosity; He = Nei’s expected heterozygosity (Nei, 1973); FS T =Weir and Cockeram’s
(1984) FS T ; ANR = Average Number of Repeats; ASL = Average Stretch Length. F = Fusine; T= Tarvisio; V = Val di Fiemme; M = Val
Meledrio. Standard deviations in parentheses
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Table II. (a) Two-way ANOVA for the natural logarithm of the
within-population variance of microsatellite loci. (b) Ratios of mu-
tation rates relative to the least variable nuclear marker set (set T).
(c) Synopsis of statistical significance at the 5% level of measures of
population differentiation. Each triangular matrix corresponds to one
genetic measure.


(a)
Factor Sum D.F. Mean square F P


of squares


Marker set 198.95 2 99.477 75.382 1.349510−13


Population 1.2712 3 0.42374 0.32110 0.81004
Interaction 2.6053 6 0.43423 0.32905 0.91724
Residue 47.507 36 1.3196


(b)
Set D Set T Set C
8.49 1.00 7.3310−2


(c) �������FS T


RS T
�������FS T


RS T


Set D F T V M SetD+SetT F T V M
F – – – F – – –
T + – + T – – +


V + + – V + – +


M + + + M + + +


Set T F T V M Set C F T V M
F – – – F – – –
T – – – T – – –
V – – – V + + –
M + + + M + + +


“+”: significantly different from zero; “–”: non significant. F = Fu-
sine; T = Tarvisio; V = Val di Fiemme; M = Val Meledrio. Set D =
dinucleotide nuclear markers; set T = trinucleotide nuclear markers;
set C = chloroplast markers.


alleles may contribute to apparent excess homozygosity, but
in this case we would expect to detect it within population as
well as in the whole sample.


For the subsequent analyses, the microsatellite loci have
been subdivided in three sets according to their features: set D,
including the dinucleotide SSRs; set T, including the trinu-
cleotide SSRs; set C, with the chloroplast SSRs. This allowed
us to study the effects of the repeat type and of the mode of
inheritance on the power of detection of differentiation.


The assignment of markers to sets is also supported by the
analysis of variance of allele sizes, which allows the measure-
ment of ratios of mutation rates between loci. In this analysis,
locus Pt30204 was excluded because it was monomorphic in
three populations out of four. As shown in Figure 1b, the dif-
ferences in variance (and therefore in mutation rate) are signif-
icant across sets of markers. The distribution of variances was
tested for normality through a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Ho-
mogeneity of variances was tested through a Bartlett test (both
tests showed no significant value).


Table II(a) shows the partition of variance, proving that the
effect due to partition into marker sets is significant, while
there is neither population nor interaction effect. Therefore dif-
ferences in variance are only caused by mutational properties
of loci. Table II(b) shows ratios of mutation rates relative to the


least variable nuclear marker set (set T). Differences in muta-
tion rate are 8-fold between the set D and the set T. Mutation
rate in set C is one order of magnitude smaller than in set T
and two orders of magnitude smaller that in set D. Chloroplast
markers appear to be much less variable than nuclear ones;
nevertheless, chloroplast haplotype diversity is comparable to
diversity at nuclear loci.


We also investigated the relationship between microsatel-
lite repeat length and population variation. Since we have pre-
viously shown that SSR variance is independent of popula-
tion history (see the results of the ANOVA analysis), we can
take differences in population variability across markers as a
hint of differences in mutational features. Dinucleotide mark-
ers display significant correlation (R2 = 0.702, P < 0.05)
between average allele size (averaged over the entire sample,
and expressed either as number of repeats, ANR, or as length
of the microsatellite stretch in nucleotides, ASL) and popu-
lation variability (He) (Tab. I), thus indicating that mutability
is somehow related to the length of the repeat. Nevertheless,
we cannot deduce whether variability is actually related to the
number of repeats or to the absolute size of the stretch. As
pointed out by Ellegren [5] the mutability of SSRs may de-
pend on the formation of loops in the DNA during replication,
and this would depend on absolute microsatellite length rather
than on the number of repeats. Consequently, trinucleotide and
dinucleotide SSRs with different repeat number but equivalent
length should undergo similar mutational processes and there-
fore display comparable levels of variability. To test this, we
grouped set D and set T in a correlation analysis. Under El-
legren’s hypothesis, we should have found positive correlation
of variability with absolute length of the microsatellite, but not
with repeat number. The analyses performed on our data set
produced a rather different pattern, with Ne(not shown) corre-
lating significantly to repeat number but not to absolute length
of the microsatellite stretch, and He showing no significant
correlation, but with P-value far smaller for repeat number
than for absolute length. Our results seem to point to differ-
ent mutational features than those put forward by Ellegren [6].


The reliability of the two measures of genetic distance,
computed on the three sets of markers, has been tested by com-
parison to the expected pattern of differentiation.


We expected to observe higher levels of differentiation for
pairs of distant populations (Tarvisio-Val Meledrio, Tarvisio-
Val di Fiemme, Fusine-Val Meledrio, and Fusine-Val di
Fiemme) than for pairs of closer populations (Tarvisio-Fusine
and Val Meledrio-Val di Fiemme). It was also expected that
the couple Val Meledrio-Val di Fiemme showed a higher de-
gree of differentiation than Fusine-Tarvisio, due to the larger
distance within the former pair. This expectation is based on
the data obtained on an independent set of populations by a set
of markers partially overlapping those applied to the present
study (F. Magni, unpublished results). As it is shown in Fig-
ure 1c, at short to medium distances (0–200 km) there is corre-
lation between genetic and geographical distances, with R2 =


0.242, while the fitting straight line flattens at larger distances.
According to Hedrick [11], this implies lack of migration-drift
equilibrium at long, but not at short to middle, distances.
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Table II(c) shows patterns of statistical significance for
combinations of markers and genetic distance measures. Glob-
ally, set D showed more significant pairwise comparisons than
set T (7 against 3). As expected from the theoretical back-
ground, FS T produced more significant comparisons than RST,
since the former parameter is more sensitive to genetic drift
and gene flow while the latter is more sensitive to mutation [8].
FST’s significance level increased along with allelic (or hap-
lotypic) diversity, with chloroplast haplotypes producing ex-
actly the expected pattern of differentiation. Set T highlighted
the separation of the Val Meledrio stand from all the others,
probably reflecting the peculiar distribution of one allele (al-
lele 140 of marker EATC1E03). RST was generally insensitive
to marker variability, since only one comparison was signifi-
cant for set D, and none for set T. When all the nuclear loci
were combined together, FST displayed intermediate results
between set D and set T. RST, instead, showed more significant
comparisons than for each set taken separately, highlighting
some sensitivity to locus sampling. However, AMOVA analy-
ses did not support any geographical structuring for any com-
bination of markers and genetic distance measure.


The distribution of chloroplast haplotypes was also investi-
gated by the construction of a haplotype network. One of the
possible alternative networks is shown in Figure 1d. This con-
nection scheme was chosen following two assumptions: (i) the
most frequent haplotypes are likely to be older, and therefore
are placed at the centre of the network [28]; and (ii) the dis-
tance from central haplotypes is minimised for each haplotype.
Departures form random distribution of haplotypes relative to
geographical distribution of population was tested but no sig-
nificant result was found, although in general the Western pop-
ulations tend to retain only the most frequent, “central” hap-
lotypes. This is also reflected in genetic diversity parameters
computed on the chloroplast data set (Tab. I), showing a higher
level of variability for Eastern than for Western populations.
The same does not hold true when nuclear loci are considered.


4. DISCUSSION


In this paper we have compared the features of different
classes of microsatellite markers in Norway spruce, and eval-
uated their performances in the detection of genetic variabil-
ity and differentiation in a small-scale population survey, with
populations chosen at increasing geographical distance. Mi-
crosatellite classes differed at least in their level of variabil-
ity, and in their power in separating populations or groups of
populations. Dinucleotide stretches are the most variable ones,
trinucleotide markers have intermediate variability, chloro-
plast mononucleotides appear to be the most stable group.
Variability and mutation rates positively correlate, while popu-
lation history proved to have no statistically significant effects
on marker variability, in spite of the fact that some markers
highlight differentiation among populations. Indeed, for popu-
lation history to have detectable effects on variability, genetic
bottlenecks should take place, which is seldom – if ever – ob-
served for Norway spruce. Our data also tentatively suggest
that diversity positively correlates to average number of re-
peats, but not to absolute fragment length of repeat stretches,


in contrast with Ellegren’s [6] hypotheses on the origin of SSR
mutations. It seems therefore that the loci analysed here con-
form more to in vitro experiments on microsatellite mutability
than do human loci discussed in Doyle and Doyle [5], although
our data do not allow us to make hypotheses on molecular
mechanisms behind this property. Care must be taken, how-
ever, with this conclusion, since trinucleotide repeats tend to
be more imperfect than dinucleotide ones and therefore the
derivation of repeat number and stretch length from fragment
size may be far from accurate.


Markers derived from the nuclear genome detected no dif-
ferences between populations as far as genetic diversity is
concerned; on the other hand, chloroplast haplotypes showed
that Western populations are less variable than Eastern ones
(Tab. I and Fig. 1d). Although this could not be proven statis-
tically, it is reasonable to ascribe this difference to differences
in effective population size between nuclear and cytoplasmic
genomes, which make the latter more sensitive than the for-
mer to historical variations in deme size. Moreover, the lower
chloroplast mutation rate slows recovery of genetic diversity
after deme size variations.


Differences arose between dinucleotide and trinucleotide
markers in the identification of population fragmentation,
since only markers EATC1B02 and EATC1E03 showed hints
of Wahlund effect. None of the dinucleotide markers did, be-
cause in this case heterozygote defect was observed for most
of the single populations and at the global level (possibly due
to the presence of null alleles). In general, FST values derived
from these markers were very small, as expected for popu-
lations of Norway spruce lying so close to each other. Fig-
ure 1c suggests that, at larger distances, FST values obtained
with SSR markers are not particularly smaller than for mark-
ers showing less within-population variability.


Genetic distance measures produced variable patterns of
differentiation. Chloroplast SSRs matched what we consid-
ered the most realistic situation when combined with FST,
while other combinations show that significance increases
with variability, rather than decreasing as theoretically ex-
pected [10, 32]. The explanation may come from the fact
that, for microsatellites, mutation, which is more frequent in
more variable markers, has sizeable effects even over short
time spans, combining with drift; moreover, microsatellites are
known not to follow the Infinite Allele Model on which FST re-
lies.


It is interesting that, in one case, the differentiation pattern
appeared to be determined essentially by the highly skewed
distribution of one allele (combination set T/FST). This sug-
gests that, in some cases, the patterns of differentiation of sin-
gle alleles may stand out against an indistinct background de-
termined by the other alleles and loci. Single-allele analyses
may therefore be of some help [30].


Although the sample sizes involved in this study were rela-
tively small, and do not allow to draw general inferences, they
are likely to represent a real-case situation, frequently encoun-
tered in population genetic surveys or in conservation-related
cases. Therefore our analysis can be taken as a reflection on the
use of different classes of markers for Norway spruce in par-
ticular, but also in general. The results reported here highlight
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the importance of testing the power of genetic markers in de-
tecting differentiation, and the need for assessing the statisti-
cal significance of results, in studies of population genetics,
evolution and conservation. In particular, we highlight that the
wrong choice of marker/parameter combination can lead to
over- or under-estimates of actual patterns of population dif-
ferentiation, an occurrence that is seldom taken into account
by practitioners when drawing inferences from data. Our re-
sults stress the importance of introducing “reference” data sets
in population studies, in order to define the sensitivity of the
tools used to detect differentiation.
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Abstract 


The within-population spatial structure of genetic diversity is shaped by 30 


demographic processes, including historical accidents such as forest 


perturbations. Information drawn from the analysis of the spatial 


distribution of genetic diversity is therefore inherently linked to 


demographic-historical processes that ultimately determine the fate of 


populations. 


All adult trees and saplings in a 1.4-ha plot within a mixed Norway spruce 


(Picea abies [L.] Karst) stand were characterised by means of chloroplast 


(paternally inherited) markers, and a large sub-sample of these were 


genotyped at mitochondrial (maternally inherited) molecular markers. These 


data were used to analyse the spatial distribution of genetic variation and to 40 


compare the patterns corresponding to the two marker types. The plot 


presented non-homogeneous local stem density in the younger cohorts, and 


the indirect effect of this source of variation on the spatial genetic structure 


was investigated. Results suggest that (i) spatially limited seed dispersal 


induced patchiness in genotype distribution, while pollen flow had a 


homogenising effect; (ii) deviations from random spatial structure were 


stronger in the demographically most stable portions of the stand, while they 


were weaker where sudden bursts of regeneration occurred; (iii) spatially 


overlapping adult and sapling cohorts displayed the same spatial genetic 
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structure (stronger on stable areas, weaker in portions of the stand 50 


undergoing events of intense regeneration), which was substantiated by the 


influence of local demographic processes. Regeneration dynamics as 


modulated by demography thus influences the distribution of genetic 


diversity within the stand both in the younger life stages and in the adult 


population. 
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Introduction 


The regional- and continental-scale distribution of genetic diversity of 


Norway spruce and its phylogeography are among the most well 


documented subjects in forest genetics. Several studies have tackled the 


issue of large-scale genetic structure at isozyme loci (Bergmann, 1978; 60 


Lagercrantz, Ryman, 1990; Geburek, 1999), DNA-based nuclear markers 


(Collignon, Favre, 2000; Scotti et al, 2000; Scotti et al, 2006; Meloni et al, 


2007) and finally chloroplast and mitochondrial markers (Bucci, 


Vendramin, 2000; Vendramin et al, 2000; Gugerli et al, 2001; Sperisen et al, 


2001; Scotti et al, 2006; Maghuly et al, 2006, 2007). All studies have 


concluded on the presence of significant genetic structure both at regional 


and continental scale. The general picture is one of Southeast–Northwest 


range expansion, plus a possible further North-East to South-West 


expansion in the Alps, with smooth differentiation gradients locally 


interrupted by suture zones. On the contrary, only few studies have been 70 


devoted to the dynamics of medium- to small-scale spatial structure in 


Norway spruce populations (Brunel, Rodolphe, 1985; Leonardi et al, 1996; 


Bucci, Menozzi, 2002; Burczyk et al, 2004). 


The spatial structure of genetic variation is a fundamental characteristic of 


natural plant populations, as it affects, and can be determined by, 


demographic processes, dispersal ability, selection and stochastic 
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environmental events (Epperson, 2003; Vekemans, Hardy, 2004). Most of 


the theoretical work in this area is devoted to the study of putative 


equilibrium spatial genetic structures – or structures in which equilibrium is 


assumed (Epperson, 2003). Nevertheless, the importance of spatially and 80 


temporally delimited demographic events in the shaping of spatial genetic 


structure has been highlighted before (Epperson, Alvarez-Buylla, 1997; 


Epperson, 2000). This is particularly true for species whose regeneration 


processes are heavily influenced by sudden and localised changes in 


environmental conditions or, more generally, whose demography is prone to 


local, sudden and temporally limited changes. Theories of intermediate 


disturbance (Connell, 1978) predict for example that species-level diversity 


is maintained by communities being permanently and locally offset from 


equilibrium. The same conceptual frame can be used as a reference to 


investigate the effect of disturbance and of temporal or spatial heterogeneity 90 


on the distribution of genetic diversity within populations. 


In this context, the genetic study of successive cohorts is a strategy for 


inferring long-term demographic processes (Chung et al, 2003; Troupin et 


al, 2006) and, in the particular case of forest trees, the comparison of forests 


of known and increasing age is also a powerful tool for the analysis of 


processes underlying the observed genetic structures (Premoli, Kitzberger, 


2005). 
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Norway spruce (Picea abies) is a monoecious, wind-pollinated, wind-


dispersed, temperate-boreal conifer species that grows in dense stands and 


whose regeneration is affected by gap dynamics (McCarthy, 2001) and in 100 


particular by light conditions (Brang, 1998). It is therefore sensitive to 


disturbance, such as gap opening, and to local variation in environmental 


conditions. For example, at stand/pasture edges, light and wind conditions 


are radically different from those experienced inside the stand, only due to 


stem density. Therefore, great variation in regeneration demography, on the 


one side, and on pollen and seed dispersal, on the other side, can be 


expected across a stand, with consequences on the amount of genetic 


diversity and on its spatial distribution. Moreover, seed and pollen dispersal 


may respond differently to environmental variation, thus generating 


overlapping processes and patterns. 110 


Most conifers offer the unique possibility to separately track maternal and 


paternal reproductive contributions, thanks to their peculiar system of 


organelle inheritance. While mitochondria are usually maternally inherited, 


chloroplasts are usually paternally inherited (Petit and Vendramin, 2006). 


Thanks to the development of chloroplast and mitochondrial molecular 


markers, events affecting chloroplast (pollen) and mitochondrial (seed) 


pools can be accurately analysed. The usefulness of the direct comparison of 


mitochondrial and chloroplast markers in conifers has previously been 


shown (Latta, 2006), and the evolutionary consequences of variable degrees 
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of seed and pollen movement have been recently set in a general theoretical 120 


framework (Ravigné et al, 2006). 


In this study, we analysed spatial and temporal variation of genetic 


diversity, by means of chloroplast and mitochondrial molecular markers, in 


separate age classes (as deduced from measurements of diameter at breast 


height) of a Norway spruce stand showing local variation in stem density. 


We tested the hypothesis that portions of the plot having undergone 


contrasted demographic patterns (continuous regeneration versus local 


bursts of regeneration) would display genetic differentiation, different levels 


of genetic variation, and different spatial genetic structures. The data thus 


obtained provide an insight into spatio-temporal processes determining the 130 


levels and distribution of genetic variation in this widespread tree species. 


 


 


Materials and methods 


Five-hundred-and-eighty-four Norway spruce individuals at least 13 cm tall 


were mapped and sampled on an area of 1.4 ha in a subalpine mixed stand 


(65% Pinus cembra, 21% Picea abies and 14% Larix decidua) located near 


Passo Tre Croci (Province of Belluno, Northern Italy). The selected plot is 


located at the border of a continuous forest. The stand is currently 


expanding, because the surrounding pastureland is no longer exploited by 140 
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local farmers, who have abandoned the area several decades ago. The trees 


were subdivided into two age groups: “adults” (plants considered to be in 


reproductive age, with a diameter at breast height [d.b.h.] ≥ 10 cm), and 


“saplings” (immature trees, d.b.h. < 10 cm; saplings with height < 130 cm 


were assigned a d.b.h. < 1 cm). These groups were formed based on 


available estimates of minimum reproductive age and of the relationships 


between age, diameter and height in Norway spruce (Herman et al, 1998; 


Fekedulegn et al, 1999; Mund et al, 2002; Mehtatälo, 2004); further 


subdivisions, for example between seedlings (d.b.h. < 1 cm) and saplings (1 


cm < d.b.h. < 10 cm) were discarded because the two new classes shared the 150 


same diversity and spatial genetic structure (data not shown). The study plot 


could be subdivided in three distinct areas, characterized by different 


apparent demographic histories: a dense mature stand, were sapling density 


is lowest, a small area with very high sapling density, and presumably 


caused by a (relatively recent) forest gap and a second area with high 


sapling density, corresponding to the forest–meadow border (Figure 1). The 


latter two areas were defined graphically based on sapling density. Gap 


perimeter corresponds to the polygon of steepest sapling density change; 


border area depth is defined, starting from the line connecting the most 


external adult trees, as the area where sapling density is at list twice the 160 


density in the remaining stand (with the exclusion of the gap). The mapped 


individuals were characterised using four chloroplast simple sequence 
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repeat markers (cpSSRs from here on; regions selected for this study were 


Pt26081, Pt36840, Pt63718 and Pt71936), published in Vendramin et al. 


(1996). A random sub-sample (see Table 1) was screened for variation in a 


mitochondrial segment (nad1 intron 2) comprising, among other 


polymorphisms, two minisatellites (mtVNTRs from here on; published in 


Sperisen et al. (2001)) (see Table 1 for sample sizes). Size variants were 


combined into haplotypes and a unique code was assigned to each cpSSR 


and mtVNTR haplotype, respectively. 170 


Graphical and spatial analyses, as well as basic statistical tests, were 


performed using the packages implemented in R (http://www.r-project.org/). 


Statistical significance of differences in diversity was computed according 


to Grundmann et al. (2001). The GENEPOP platform 


(http://wbiomed.curtin.edu.au/genepop/) was used to test population 


differentiation by an exact test (Raymond, Rousset, 1995) with default 


parameters. Spatial autocorrelation analyses were performed using the 


GENALEX program (Peakall, Smouse, 2006), which is based on the 


procedures and statistics described in Smouse and Peakall (1999). 


Significance thresholds (α = 5%) of r statistics were tested by 1000 180 


permutations, confidence intervals for observed r statistics were determined 


by 100 bootstraps. Only values whose bootstrap intervals did not overlap 


with the non-significant envelop were considered significant. 



http://wbiomed.curtin.edu.au/genepop/�
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Mean spatial distance between adult trees and saplings carrying the same or 


a different haplotype at both cpSSRs and mtVNTRs (referred to as “single 


haplotype analysis” from here on) was calculated as a proxy of seed and 


pollen movement, respectively. The average distances between adult trees 


and saplings carrying the same or different cpSSR and mtVNTR haplotype 


were compared, excluding the most common haplotype in both cases 


(cp8613 and mt815). We expected to find, on average, closer distances for 190 


“same” pairs than for “different” pairs, based upon the consideration that 


pollen clouds and seed shades should have maximum densities around 


paternal and maternal tree positions. Therefore, saplings derived from a 


given parent should be more common close to that tree than saplings 


derived from other trees. This expectation takes into account the movement 


of paternally derived markers via embryo migration within the seed, as the 


data concern the realised distribution of saplings (which integrates maternal 


and paternal markers carried by the embryo).  Although haplotype sharing is 


not an indicator of parentage because of the presence of multiple adults 


sharing the same haplotype, this measure is taken as a summary and 200 


downward-biased indicator of parent–offspring distance. In order to 


maximize discrimination power, the most frequent haplotypes were 


excluded from this analysis. 
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Results 


Demographic differences between the three areas (dense stand, forest gap 


and forest border) were found in sapling density and sapling diameter class 


distribution. Density was 0.364, 0.0478 and 0.0081 saplings per square 


meter in the gap, border and dense forest areas, respectively, while mean 


stem diameter at d.b.h. was 1.9, 2.3 and 5.1 cm for gap, border and dense 210 


stand saplings, respectively. The difference in stem diameter was highly 


significant for gap and dense stand saplings and for border and dense stand 


saplings (Student’s t test, P < 0.0001 for both comparisons), while the 


difference was not significant (P = 0.16) between gap and border saplings. 


Moreover, diameter class distributions differed between dense stand, on the 


one side, and gap and border on the other side (Figure 2). The shape of the 


distribution of diameter classes in the three areas indicates that gap and 


border areas (Figures 2b and 2c respectively) have undergone a burst of 


seedling establishment some time in the recent past: both gap and border 


sapling populations show a peak at d.b.h. between 1 and 2 cm. Some 220 


bimodality can be for dense stand seedlings (Figure 2d), perhaps indicating 


that the population is a combination of two cohorts, but with an overall 


smoother distribution relative to gap and border populations. 


We found a higher haplotypic diversity at the cpSSRs (number of alleles 


[nA] = 42) than at mtVNTRs (nA = 8), as expected due to differences (i) in 


mutational properties between the two types of loci, (ii) in demographic 
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properties of the heredity of chloroplasts and mitochondria and (iii) in the 


number of markers genotyped for the two genomes (four cpSSRs and two 


mtVNTRs). Both frequency distributions showed one abundant haplotype 


(frequencies were 0.515 and 0.749 for cp8613 and mt815, respectively). 230 


Nei’s (1973) genetic diversity estimates were 0.736 for cpSSR and 0.478 for 


mtVNTR (Table 1). 


Comparisons of genetic diversity between adults and saplings within each 


area and among groups of saplings belonging to either of the three areas 


showed no significant differences (confidence intervals, as computed 


according to Grundmann et al. (2001), overlap for diversity estimates for all 


groups; data not shown). However, major differences occurred in between-


group differentiation patterns for cpSSRs and for mtVNTRs (Table 1). 


While subgroups of adult trees did not show genetic differentiation, 


mtVNTR haplotypes differentiated sapling populations from adult 240 


populations growing outside the area they belong to (Table 1). In particular, 


populations of saplings in the gap and at the border were differentiated from 


adults growing in the dense stand. Overall, sapling populations were 


strongly differentiated from each other, although statistics for the 


differentiation between border and gap saplings are only marginally 


significant (Table 1). Chloroplast haplotype cp8613 was significantly more 


frequent in the saplings than expected based on its frequency in the adult 


Supprimé : haplotypes 
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population (χ2 > 23, d.f. = 1, P < 0.0001), while haplotype mt815 did not 


significantly differ between the two demographic classes. 


Single-haplotype analysis was used to further investigate the genetic 250 


structure of the stand. Average distance of mitochondrial haplotype pairs 


was significantly shorter for “same” pairs than for “different” pairs (means 


33.5 m and 49.2 m, respectively; two-tailed Student’s t test, P < 0.001). On 


the contrary, chloroplast haplotype pairs gave a slightly, but significantly, 


longer average distance for “same” pairs than for “different” pairs (means 


55.3 m and 52.7 m respectively; P < 0.001). 


Autocorrelation analysis was used to further investigate spatial genetic 


structure. Generally speaking, mtVNTR haplotypes showed positive 


autocorrelation at short distances (up to 30 m) for both adult and sapling 


cohorts and in some cases negative autocorrelation at larger distances (45–260 


75 m), while cpSSR haplotypes revealed no significant autocorrelation 


whatsoever. Figure 3 shows the most significant patterns, corresponding to 


both adults and saplings in the “dense stand” area. Mitochondrial haplotypes 


show the typical autocorrelogram of patchy spatial structures, with positive 


and significant autocorrelation at short distances and negative, although not 


significant, autocorrelation at long distances. The mtVNTR autocorrelation 


pattern is entirely lacking in the border area (not shown), where neither 


adults nor saplings showed significant values within any distance class. 
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Discussion 


In conifers, chloroplast and mitochondrial markers allow us to separately 270 


analyse spatial-genetic processes determined by a combination of pollen and 


seed movement and by seed dispersal, respectively, owing to the differential 


and uniparental mode of inheritance of the two organellar genomes. The 


distribution and evolution of genetic variation can thus be broken down into 


the two concurrent processes. 


Regeneration in stands of Norway spruce (Picea abies) responds to local 


environmental conditions, among which light availability is of great 


importance (Brang 1998). Therefore, regeneration occurring under closed 


canopy, at forest edges and in canopy gaps is expected to reflect local 


environmental differences, with demographic processes that are likely to 280 


affect genetic structure. In our study, we explored the properties of a 


Norway spruce stand that combined a dense plot, an area of forest edge, and 


a (relatively recent) canopy gap (Fig. 1). These areas show differences in 


sapling density and in sapling size distribution; the latter is an indication of 


differences in recent demographic history, with gap and border area 


showing hints of the recent establishment of a large cohort, which is not 


apparent in saplings from the dense stand (Fig. 2). Therefore, gap and 


border areas appear to have recently undergone an intense regeneration 


process with very dense young sapling cohorts, while the dense stand area 


appears to have had a more even turnover. 290 
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Lower genetic diversity is typically reported for younger cohorts than for 


adults in Norway spruce (Boscherini et al, 1993), which is ascribed to the 


cumulative effect of overlapping tree generations on the genetic diversity. 


Although the same trend was found here (Table 1(a)), differences in 


haplotype diversity among age classes were non-significant. On the other 


hand, the spatial distribution of genetic diversity appears to be heavily 


influenced by differences in regeneration dynamics. The genetic 


differentiation among both plot types and age cohorts suggests that local 


sub-populations of saplings tend to be representative of the local population 


of parental trees and to diverge from adults growing farther away from the 300 


seedlings’ location. This is clearly shown by saplings growing in the gap 


area, which show significant differentiation at mtVNTRs from those 


growing in the surrounding stand (Table 1(b)). The same applies to saplings 


growing at the stand border. However, one should note that these clear-cut 


trends only hold for mtVNTRs, the distribution of which solely depends on 


seed dispersal, whereas cpSSRs, whose distribution is shaped by pollen 


movement and subsequent seed dispersal, showed no such structure. This 


confirms that spatial genetic structure is predominantly generated by 


spatially limited seed dispersal, although we cannot gauge the confounding 


effect of the differences in demography among the areas. Actually, the two 310 


areas showing similar demography (gap and border) also show a lower 


differentiation between sapling populations. On the contrary, the absence of 
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differentiation for cpSSR haplotypes indicates that pollen flow is a 


homogenising factor within the plot, no matter the distance of the sampled 


area from the rest of the stand. This is also confirmed by the fact that, taken 


as a whole, the sapling population is slightly differentiated (P < 0.05) from 


the adult population at cpSSR haplotypes – which potentially suggests 


immigration of pollen from outside the study area – while no differentiation 


could be detected at mtVNTR markers. A further indication in this sense 


derives from the analysis of single-haplotype frequencies for the most 320 


frequent cpSSR and mtVNTR haplotypes. Actually, the study stand is not 


isolated from pollen-mediated gene flow from the surrounding forest area, 


while restrictions were observed for seed dispersal. A puzzling result is that, 


on average, the putative pollen contribution of a given paternal tree was 


found slightly, but significantly, farther away from that tree than paternal 


contributions from other trees. This result could be partly explained by 


additional (apparent) pollen movement via embryo movement within the 


seed. However, the results on maternal contribution, showing that seeds 


potentially fall closer to their mother tree than to unrelated trees, indicate 


that seed movement alone cannot explain the pattern observed for 330 


paternally-derived markers. Although we cannot perform paternity tests 


with the current data set, this result is quite interesting and demands further 


investigation. As for a possible explanation, this apparent form of 


“repulsion” may be caused by the fact that seedlings growing close to a 
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given tree are likely to derive from its seeds, and that among these, self-


pollinated offspring have very low viability (Muona, 1989; Boscherini et al, 


1993). Therefore, pollen derived from a given tree tends to be transmitted to 


the next generation via non-selfed embryos, which are typically found under 


the corresponding mother trees (due to spatial structuring in seed dispersal), 


some distance away from the pollen donor. 340 


The comparison of autocorrelograms for cpSSR and mtVNTR haplotypes 


by age class and by stand area revealed further details of the regeneration 


process. Spatial autocorrelation analyses clearly unravel differences among 


age classes, parental contributions, and stand areas. Globally, only 


maternally derived mtVNTRs show clear marks of spatial genetic structure 


(Fig. 3), indicating spatially limited seed dispersal despite morphological 


adaptation to wind dispersal. This finding is in agreement to what happens 


in conifers with much heavier, non-winged seeds (González-Martínez et al, 


2002) and confirms, in contrast, the homogenising effects of pollen 


movement (Latta et al, 2001). According to spatial autocorrelation theory 350 


(Epperson, 2003), the position of the x-axis intercept is an estimator of patch 


size, that is, approximately 30 m for adults and 50 m for saplings, which 


compares well with the average distance for couples of juveniles and adults 


sharing the same mtVNTR haplotype (33.5 m, see above). Chloroplast 


haplotype autocorrelograms show no clear pattern for either adults or 


saplings. Structuring at mtVNTRs is as strong as observed at nuclear 
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markers for insect-pollinated tree species (e.g. Ueno et al 2000; 2002), for 


which spatial genetic structure should be in general stronger than for wind-


pollinated and wind-dispersed species. Genetic structure is very distinct in 


the dense stand area for both adults and saplings, but not present in both 360 


adults and saplings at the stand border. This random pattern is typical in 


highly light-demanding species with very fast demographic turnover 


(Epperson, Alvarez-Buylla, 1997). Taking into account genetic diversity, 


differentiation and autocorrelation results, we can conclude that 


regeneration represents well the maternal genetic structure of the overlying 


canopy, and that differences in local demographic history affect spatial 


genetic structure. The same pattern was found in other species for which 


two or more environmental conditions affecting demography were 


compared (Kelly et al. (2004), and in studies carried out in stable stands of 


insect-pollinated species with intense regeneration (Ueno et al, 2002).  Our 370 


results contrast, however, with other studies of the same type, where spatial 


structure appears only in seedlings (Parker et al, 2001; González-Martínez et 


al, 2002; Chung et al, 2003) or only in adults (Latouche-Hallé et al, 2003). 


If the study stand is expanding, then stand border areas are younger than the 


nearby dense stand; Troupin et al. (2006) and Premoli and Kitzberger 


(2005) showed the same lack of structure in recently established stands in 


other wind-pollinated species. Differences between border and dense stand 
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may then only be transient. Unfortunately, no precise information is 


available about historical variation in stand size in our study plot. 


In conclusion, local variation in demographic dynamics, possibly caused by 380 


differences in ecological conditions, has contrasting effects on the spatial 


distribution of genetic structure: on one hand, it tends to induce divergence 


among areas, while it appears to reduce spatial structuring of genetic 


diversity in areas where regeneration has recently been more intense. Pollen 


and seed movement also show contrasting effects. Pollination has 


homogenising effects, at short (<100 m, within study plot) and possibly at 


long (>100 m, contribution from outside the study plot) distances, while the 


overall effect of spatially limited seed dispersal is to increase spatial 


structuring at all scales, with the formation of genetically uniform patches of 


a diameter of 30–50 m. This highlights the impact of spatially and 390 


temporally defined processes on spatial genetic structure in Norway spruce 


and raises the question how the differential contributions of pollen- and 


seed-mediated gene flow influence the spatial distribution of nuclear 


diversity, and, ultimately, quantitative and adaptive variation. 
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Titles and legends to figures 
 


Figure 1. Tree positions and subplot delimitation in the subalpine study plot 


of Norway spruce (Picea abies). DS = dense stand area; G = forest gap; B = 550 


forest–meadow border area. Dots represent saplings (diameter at breast 


height [d.b.h.] ≤ 10 cm), open circles represent adult trees (d.b.h. > 10 cm) 


 


Figure 2. Sapling diameter distribution in the three areas of the study plot 


(G = forest gap; B = forest-meadow border; DS = dense stand). (a) Box-and-


whiskers plot for the three areas. (b) – (d) Histograms of diameter 


distributions for the three areas. 


 


Figure 3. Autocorrelograms for trees and saplings in the dense stand area of 


the study plot. mt = mitochondrial haplotypes; cp = chloroplastic 560 


haplotypes. Solid lines: r values; dashed lines = upper and lower 


significance limits; * = Significant r values as determined by bootstrap 


analysis. Note the 8-fold scale change in the y-axis (r) between mt and cp 


plots. 


 


Commentaire [G5] : Il valore 
a 45 metri di cpSSR-saplings 
sembra essere significativo. 
Inoltre farei questa figura in 
bianco e nero. 
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Table 1. Genetic diversity and differentiation of chloroplast and 


mitochondrial DNA within a plot of Norway spruce (Picea abies), separated 


according to three types of forest structures and two age classes. (a) Nei’s 


(1973) genetic diversity for each subgroup of samples and for the whole 


study plot (sample sizes are shown in parentheses) (b) P-values for exact 570 


tests of population differentiation between groups of adults and saplings 


belonging to the three areas of the plot. Upper triangle: tests of 


differentiation for mitochondrial haplotypes; lower triangle (in italics): tests 


of differentiation for chloroplast haplotypes. Significant P-values (at the 5% 


threshold) are shown in bold. A = adults (diameter at breast height [d.b.h.] > 


10 cm); S = saplings (d.b.h. ≤ 10 cm); DS = dense stand; B = border; G = 


gap (see Fig. 1). Adults belonging to the gap area were not considered due 


to their low population size (n = 7). 
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(a)  mtVNTRs cpSSRs 


    


Adults Plot 0.479 (99) 0.736 (202) 


 Dense stand 0.478 (66) 0.742 (164) 


 Border 0.504 (24) 0.749 (34) 


    


Saplings Plot 0.390 (234) 0.702 (348) 


 Dense stand 0.497 (51) 0.738 (102) 


 Border 0.399 (81) 0.707 (134) 


 Gap 0.310 (102) 0.655 (112) 


    


Adults + 


saplings 


Plot 0.478 0.736 


 580 


(b) A,DS A,B S,DS S,B S,G 


A,DS - 0.879 0.651 0.002 0.000 


A,B 0.447 - 0.973 0.201 0.005 


S,DS 0.313 0.630 - 0.301 0.004 


S,B 0.841 0.482 0.735 - 0.058 


S,G 0.145 0.278 0.639 0.930 - 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 2.  
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Figure 3.  
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Table S1. 
 
EST markers. (a) reference for each marker (b) Primer sequences for five new markers. Five 
additional markers will be described in a subsequent paper. 
 
(a) 
Marker Reference 
IFGNSP_estPtNCS_22B8_a Chagne et al 2003 
IFGNSP_estPtNCS_AGP6_a Chagne et al 2003 
INRNSP_estPpINR_87909_a Chagne et al 2003 
INRNSP_estPpINR_AN01E4_a Chagne et al 2003 
INRNSP_estPpINR_AS01F3_a Chagne et al 2003 
IFGNSP_estDfIFG_8473_a Krutovsky et al. 2004 
IFGNSP_estDfIFG_8473_b Krutovsky et al. 2004 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB01_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB08_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB11_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB12_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB17_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB19_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB21_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB24_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB29_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB32_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB34_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB42_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB58_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB64_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
IFGNSP_estPmarLU_SB66_a Perry and Bousquet 1998 
INRNSP_estPpINR_4CL_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_CAD_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_MYB2_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_OMT1_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_OMT2_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_PAL_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_Pepc_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_PPA2_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_PPA8_a Plomion et al 1999 
INRNSP_estPpINR_SAM_a Plomion et al 1999 
IFGNSP_estPaGER_PA06_a Schubert et al. 2001 
IFGNSP_estPaGER_PA34_a Schubert et al. 2001 
IFGNSP_estPaGER_PA43_a Schubert et al. 2001 
IFGNSP_estPaGER_PA53_a Schubert et al. 2001 
IFGNSP_estPaGER_PA66_a Schubert et al. 2001 
IFGNSP_estPtIFG_1643_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
IFGNSP_estPtIFG_1955_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
IFGNSP_estPtIFG_1956_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_1917_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_1917_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_1956_a Temesgen et al. 2001 







INRNSP_estPtIFG_1956_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_48_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_606_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_739_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_739_b Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_8732_a Brown et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_9076_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_PtIFG624_a Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPtIFG_PtIFG739_c Temesgen et al. 2001 
INRNSP_estPpINR_AS01C03_a This paper 
INRNSP_estPpINR_AS01C10_a This paper 
INRNSP_estPpINR_RN01F06_a This paper 
INRNSP_estPpINR_RN01G04_a This paper 
INRNSP_estPpINR_RS01D10_a This paper 
IFGNSP_estPaIFG_1950_a Troggio et al. in preparation 
IFGNSP_estPaIFG_22C5_a Troggio et al. in preparation 
IFGNSP_estPaIFG_22C8_a Troggio et al. In preparation 
IFGNSP_estPaIFG_8779_a Troggio et al. In preparation 
IFGNSP_estPaIFG_APX_a Troggio et al. In preparation 
 
(b) 


Marker Forward primer Reverse primer 
INRNSP_estPpINR_AS01C03_a GGCCTCTCCACCCGCATTCT GACGCCCGTTCACCACAGC 
INRNSP_estPpINR_AS01C10_a GGCCCCCATCCTAAAATGAA GAAGGGCCTCCAAAAGCACT 
INRNSP_estPpINR_RN01F06_a CTTTAGGGACTTCGCAACTG TGAGAGCGCATTAGATTTCA 
INRNSP_estPpINR_RN01G04_a GCGTCGCCGGTATCAAAATC CACCCCATTGCACTGTGAGC 
INRNSP_estPpINR_RS01D10_a AAAAGCCCGTAAGTCTGTGA TCCCTCCAAAACCTCCTC 
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Abstract In order to analyze the large-scale structure of
the genome of Norway spruce (Picea abies Karst.), a
pseudo-testcross genetic linkage map was built using
markers of six different types, belonging to the low (am-
plified fragment length polymorphisms, simple sequence
repeats) or high (sequence-specific amplified polymor-
phisms, inter-retrotransposon amplified polymorphisms) copy-


number fraction of the genome, and including expressed
region-derived markers (expressed sequence tag polymor-
phisms). Twenty seven and 23 linkage groups of at least
four markers were obtained for the female and the male
parent maps, respectively. A subset of these linkage groups
coalesced into 13 bi-parental linkage groups through mark-
ers shared between the two maps. This map was used to
investigate the frequency of each marker type over chro-
mosomes and the distribution of marker types relative to
each other, using autocorrelation techniques. Our results
show that, while the composition of chromosomes is ho-
mogeneous, low- and high-copy-number markers tend to
occupy separate regions of the linkage groups, and that
expressed sequences are preferentially associated with mi-
crosatellites and separated from retrotransposons. These
results indicate that the spatial structure of Norway spruce
chromosomes is not homogeneous.


Keywords Picea abies . Conifers . Linkage map .
Genome structure . Molecular markers . Autocorrelation


Introduction


Genetic maps are an essential tool in genetics and breeding.
They provide information on the distribution of markers
across the genome, representing the base for the study of
genome structure and evolution, through the comparison of
the distribution of homologous loci in different species
(comparative mapping; [6]) and through the study of the
association of sequences with different properties and func-
tions. While the former analysis is usually performed on
linkage maps [2, 9, 14, 32]), the latter gives the most
informative results when carried out at smaller scale, by the
analysis of the physical association of sequences [18, 31,
33]. In species for which no genome sequencing effort is
under way, such detailed understanding of the structure of
the genome is not immediately available.


Mapping in conifers has some advantages represented
by the possibility to analyze large numbers of mega-
gametophytes, genetically equivalent to a population of
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gametes. Single-tree maps have been built with this method
for several species [5, 12, 15, 20, 37, 43, 54], providing
a large set of data (http://www.pierroton.inra.fr/genetics/
labo/mapreview.html) that allow the comparison of genetic
features of the different taxa. This strategy has nonetheless
the disadvantage of producing experimental “dead-ends,”
since the addition of markers to the map is limited by the
amount of DNA that can be extracted from a given set of
megagametophytes. Other maps, based on the living
offspring of a controlled cross [10, 13, 25, 28, 50], can
be extended indefinitely because trees can be grafted or
rooted and therefore potentially immortalized. Grattapaglia
and Sederoff [21] introduced pseudo-testcross mapping in
tree genetics. This scheme is based on the use of the off-
spring of two heterozygote parents as the mapping pop-
ulation and results in two maps, one for each parent tree,
and is now widespread in tree genetics. If a sufficiently
large set of markers is shared between the maps derived
from the two parents, then the biological properties of male
and female meiotic processes (such as recombination fre-
quency) can also be compared, the groups can be aligned
(“multiple parallel linkage”), and a consensus map can be
built.


Maps of species belonging to the genus Picea [4, 20, 37]
typically do not show the expected number of linkage
groups, corresponding to the haploid chromosome number
(n=12), despite the fact that some [37] included a number
of markers comparable with those mapped in Pinus species
saturated maps [12, 15, 43], for which 12 linkage groups
were identified (an exception is the map of [1], which is
based on a different mapping strategy than the others). This
is perhaps due to incomplete genome coverage that may be
caused by nonrandom genomic distribution of marker
types.


To investigate this possibility, we have mapped markers
corresponding to different classes of sequence families.
Amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs; [55])
were used to produce a large amount of markers located
into potentially expressed regions of the genome using a
hypo-methylated DNA-digesting restriction enzyme (PstI)
[4, 35]; Expressed Sequence Tag Polymorphisms (ESTPs)
are by definition expressed regions and are found in the
low-copy-number fraction of the genome [39]; they repre-
sent, moreover, the basis for comparative mapping because
of their conservation among species; simple sequence re-
peats (SSRs or microsatellites) are a class of repeated DNA
which shows a rather even distribution in Norway spruce
genome relative to other sequence families [40, 45, 46].
However, SSRs have recently been shown to be associated
with nonrepetitive DNA in plants [33] and to cluster to
some extent in conifers [16]). Sequence-specific amplified
polymorphisms (S-SAP; [56]) are based on the amplifi-
cation of DNA regions flanking retrotransposons, as do the
inter-retrotransposon amplified polymorphisms (IRAP; [26])
and therefore target one of the most highly repeated classes
of sequences in conifers, representing a large fraction of
the genome (Cattonaro et al. unpublished). Therefore, our
data set includes markers with a variety of sequence, func-
tion, and distribution properties. This has allowed us to


describe a large-scale “geography” of the genome of Norway
spruce, by the application of statistical methods, borrowed
from geographical sciences (autocorrelation; [11]), that can
test the clustering of markers of the same or different types.
This approach is applied for the first time here to the
analysis of the distribution of markers in a linkage map, but
it has been previously used to describe the genomic dis-
tribution of genetic differentiation [48]; other studies [8,
22, 37] have addressed the problem of the distribution of
markers in linkage maps but without focussing in particular
on the distribution of marker classes relative to each other.
Our study produced an overview of the architecture of the
chromosomes of Norway spruce, a step toward a better
understanding of the structure and evolution of conifer
genomes.


Materials and methods


Mapping population


Eighty-five 25-year-old trees were selected among 135
offspring of the cross between mother tree N2022 and
father tree E2006. This family belongs to a partial diallelic
cross grown at four different locations in Sweden (Osby,
56°26′N, 14°20′E, 150 m asl; Hörby, 55°54′N, 13°46′E,
155 m asl; Tönnersjö, 56°40′N, 13°05′E, 90 m asl; Vetlanda,
57°25′N, 15°09′E, 230 m asl). DNA was extracted from
needles of each plant either using the Qiagen Plant DNeasy
kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) (for AFLP, ESTP, and S-
SAP markers) or with the protocol described in [47] (for
SSRs and inter-LTR markers).


Markers


Nomenclature Markers were named following the nomen-
clature used in the Treegenes database for reference mark-
ers in forest tree genetics (http://dendrome.ucdavis.edu/
Treegenes/ locusname.html).


AFLP reactions were performed as described in [36] but
with half the amount of isotope, digesting genomic DNA
with the enzymes PstI and MseI. S-SAP reactions were
performed according to either [56], using a selective primer
designed on the LTR of the copia element of Pinus contorta
(5′-GTACTATATGTTTACGACATG-3′; kindly provided
by Jim Provan, Scottish Crop Research Institute), or the
AFLP protocol described in [36], using the primer LTR3′
F15 (Table 2) for pre-amplification and the primer LTR3′
F67 (Table 2) in the selective amplification.


IRAP markers A further set of primers were designed on
Alisei LTRs and on Norway spruce copia LTRs (Zuccolo
et al. unpublished) (Table 2) and used, single or in pairs
(Table 3), to amplify genomic DNA of Norway spruce,
following a protocol identical to the one used for SSR
amplification in [45, 46]. For all the primers, annealing
temperature was set to 56°C; PCR cycle and detection
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were as described in [45]. Correspondence between IRAP
marker names and primer pairs is displayed in Table 3.
Only a subset of pairs, yielding a substantial amount of
polymorphic bands, was amplified on the whole mapping
population [26].


SSRs were amplified according to [40] and [45, 46]. As
described in the cited papers, some primer pairs produced
multiband patterns. In these cases, all the segregating loci
were scored. Multiple loci amplified by the same primer
pair are identified by a Latin letter appended to the SSR name.


References for ESTP markers are listed in Supplemen-
tary Table S1. Five markers are described here for the first
time, and the sequences of the primers used for their am-
plification are shown in Table S1. Protocols for PCR and
polymorphism detection are as in [41].


Construction of the genetic linkage map


A method similar to that of [49] was used. MAPMAKER/
EXP [29] was used to obtain two-point linkage groups for
each of the two parent maps with a LOD>4. The groups
comprising at least four markers were ordered with multi-
point analyses and a LOD>3. These 60 “starting” linkage
groups were used for autocorrelation analyses (see the
following paragraphs). Next, the male parent and the
female parent maps were searched for shared markers, and
the corresponding linkage groups (representing a subset of
the 60 starting groups) were aligned to obtain bi-parental
“framework” linkage groups. This map was used for map


length and map coverage estimation (see the following
paragraphs). Then, the loci that were unlinked at LOD>4
were assigned at LOD>2, and 3:1 segregating loci were
also added at the same LOD using JOINMAP [51]. The
inclusion of these accessory loci allowed us to identify a
further set of starting linkage groups that could be aligned
by shared accessory markers. A bi-parental “inclusive”
map was thus obtained which was used for the analysis of
among-linkage group marker distribution. This strategy has
allowed us to obtain two maps that convey slightly dif-
ferent kinds of information and are amenable to different
analyses. Both kinds of maps are shown here.


Map coverage and estimation of genome length


Estimates of genome length were obtained on the “bi-par-
ental”map using the methods of [24]. Confidence intervals
with α=0.05 were obtained as in [19].


Marker distribution analysis


Marker distribution among linkage groups was analyzed in
the inclusive map with standard statistical methods (χ2 test,
G test). In order to test whether some marker classes tended
to be more frequent than others in the linkage groups, their
relative frequency in the inclusive map was compared to
their relative proportion in the data set. In order to test for
differences in the composition of linkage groups, the rel-
ative frequency of marker classes in each inclusive linkage
group was compared to their relative frequency in the in-
clusive map. Heterogeneity of recombination between the
two parents was tested according to the methods described
by [30].


The distribution of marker types relative to each other
was tested on the starting linkage groups using spatial
autocorrelation [11]. Standard normal deviate (snd; [50])
was used as the statistic to test autocorrelation. This method
allows to test whether the number of pairs (joins) of objects
(loci in this case) of the same type (same marker type, in
our case), or of different types, observed within a range
of distances (here, map distances) meets the expectation
based on the number of pairs of objects (loci) observed in
that range and on the frequency of objects of each type
(marker type) observed in the sample (marker data set).
Positive significant values of snd (snd>1.96 for α=0.05)
indicate clustering; negative significant values of snd (snd<


Table 1 Marker properties


Marker
class


Multiplex
ratio


No. of
markers
segregating
in the female
parent


No. of
markers
segregating
in the male
parent


No. of 3:1
segregating
markers


Total


AFLP 7.6 117 101 78 296
SSR 1.3 48 44 3 95
IRAP 11.0 40 48 22 110
S-SAP 13.1 35 31 52 118
ESTP 1 42 34 6 82
Total 282 258 161 701


Multiplex ratio, number of polymorphic markers obtained from each
PCR reaction; 3:1 segregating markers, dominant markers for which
both parents were heterozygous


Table 2 List of primers de-
signed on alisei and copia LTR
sequences


F/R refers to the orientation, and
digits to the starting position, of
the primer sequence relative to
Norway spruce Gypsy LTR se-
quence (Cattonaro unpublished)


Primer name GenBank accession Coordinates Primer sequence


LTR-F15 AF180435 622–645 ATCTGAAATTATCTCTTTTCAAGG
LTR-F67 AF180428 211–234 ATGCTATATTGATGTTTGGTTCTT
LTR-F214 AF180429 157–177 TTATCTCTTTTTCAAGGCGTT
LTR-R35 AF180936 738–718 ATTAAGGGGTAATGAGCCAAT
LTR-R195 AF180429 85–65 AAATGAAAATGTCTCCTTGGT
CopiaLTR-F105 AF104492 149–169 TGGTGGTATGTAGAACGTCAC
CopiaLTR-R111 AF104495 287–268 ACCACCAGAAATGTCATGAC







−1.96 for α=0.05) indicate separation. Since this analysis
can be applied to markers of the same type or of different
types, this allows to identify both the tendency of markers
of one type to cluster together (or to be scattered) and the
tendency of one marker type to be found close (or distant)
from another. All calculations were made by hand based on
the formulas given in [50]. Distance classes were chosen in
order to find a compromise between distance class width
and number of pairs of loci falling into each distance class.
Six distance windows of equal width were chosen: 0–15,
15–30, 30–45, 45–60, 60–75, 75–90 cM.


Results


Molecular markers


The number of segregating markers for each parent and in
3:1 configuration is shown in Table 1. The markers with the
highest multiplex ratio [42] were the S-SAPs, possibly
indicating the high frequency of retrotransposons in the
genome of Norway spruce. At the same time, these markers
also displayed the highest ratio of 3:1 segregating loci
among dominant makers. This ratio is an indication of
similarity between the two parents, since it depends on the
amount of alleles they share. The fact that S-SAPs give a
higher similarity than AFLPs may indicate that the increase
in copy number of retrotransposons in the genome predates
mutations, giving rise to AFLP polymorphism. Approxi-
mately 20% of microsatellite loci displayed a null allele.
However, null alleles could be scored in the segregating
population as other markers, thanks to the codominant
nature of SSR loci.


Construction of the linkage map


The starting linkage groups were 27 for the female parent
map and 23 for the male parent map. The framework map
(Fig. 1) included 14 and 13 starting linkage groups for the
female and the male parent, respectively. The inclusive
map (Supplementary Fig. S2) includes 203 markers (9.7
markers per group on average) for the female (in 21 starting
linkage groups) and 152 markers (8.9 markers per linkage
group on average) for the male (in 17 starting linkage
groups). The average distance between adjacent markers
was 12.8 cM for the female and 12.5 cM for the male, and
the framework maps covered a total distance of 2,316.4


and 1,668.6 cM in the female and the male, respectively
(Kosambi function). The total number of markers in the
inclusive map was 422.


Map stability was checked by selecting a subset of the
most trustable markers (50% of all dominant markers,
selected based on their scoring quality, plus all codominant
markers) and re-running map construction analyses. Over-
all map order was confirmed for all linkage groups,
although the subset of markers that contributed to the
framework map may slightly change.


Heterogeneity of recombination frequency between the
two parents was tested for all the couples of framework
markers present in both parents, which showed linkage in
the two-point analysis. Out of 11 couples, none showed
heterogeneity in a χ2 test with 1 df, α=0.05. Heterogeneity
of average distances between adjacent markers in linkage
groups of the two parent maps was also tested, both as-
suming normal distribution of the average distances (Stu-
dent's t test) and assuming no normal distribution (Mann–
Whitney U test). In both cases, no heterogeneity was found
(P=0.63 and P=0.57 for the two tests, respectively). Re-
gression of linkage group length against number of markers
appearing in each linkage group shows a linear relationship
both for the female (R2=0.83, slope b=13.9) and for the
male (R2=0.88, b=15.9), with no overall marker density
heterogeneity between linkage groups and between parents.
These results suggest that there are no differences between
male and female meiotic recombination mechanisms, and
that the information conveyed by the two maps can be
merged into a single data set for subsequent analyses.


Genome length estimates were obtained from the two-
point analyses of the female and male framework maps
separately. Two estimates were obtained from each data
set, one with threshold LOD=4, and one with threshold
LOD=6. For the female data set, GLOD=4=3,454±42 cM,
GLOD=6=3,540±37 cM. For the male data set, GLOD=4=
2,218±39 cM, GLOD=6=2,074±34 cM (Kosambi function).
Averaging over the four estimates, we obtain an estimated
genome length of 2821 cM.


Table 3 Primer pairs used for the inter-LTR markers, with the corresponding marker names


LTR-F15 LTR-F67 LTR-F214 LTR-R35 LTR-R195 CopiaLTR-F105


LTR-F15 LTR106–LTR110
LTR-F214 LTR044–LTR056 LTR088–LTR094 LTR030–LTR043
LTR-R35 LTR001–LTR009
CopiaLTR-F105 LTR057–LTR067 LTR017–LTR029
CopiaLTR-R111 LTR102–LTR105 LTR068–LTR087 LTR010–LTR016 LTR095–LTR101


Isotope-labeled primer of each pair in rows, cold primer in columns


"Fig. 1 Parallel groups from the bi-parental “framework” linkage
map of Norway spruce. For each linkage group, female groups
are displayed on the left, male groups on the right. Dotted boxes
include all markers that are accessory to a given framework markers.
A cM scale is shown in the boxes corresponding to linkage groups
(a) and (g)
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Marker distribution analysis


Under the hypothesis of homogeneous genome composi-
tion, no difference in marker class frequency is expected
among chromosomes, nor we expect any trend towards
clustering or separation of marker classes in the totality of
the genome. In order to test these assumptions, we have
compared the compositional properties of linkage groups
and applied autocorrelation analysis to the distribution of
marker classes.


The 15 parallel linkage groups of the inclusive map, each
one considered as a single unit, were tested for heteroge-
neity of the distribution of markers belonging to different
classes. A G test was applied to the number of markers of
each class that appeared in each linkage group. Expected
numbers of markers of each class in each linkage group
were obtained as described in the previous paragraphs, and
the G test shows no departure from an even distribution of
marker types over linkage groups; the different chromo-
somes appear therefore to be compositionally similar. On
the contrary, a χ2 test applied to the overall number of
markers of each class that fall into the pool of linkage


groups, compared to the numbers expected based on the
frequency of markers in the data set, was significant at
α=0.001, showing that somemarker classes (ESTPs, IRAPs,
and SSRs) contributed to the mapped marker set more than
expected, while AFLPs contributed less.


The analysis of autocorrelation shows that three marker
classes out of five (Fig. 2a) tend to form clusters. ESTPs do
not form clusters, an indication that there may not be gene-
enriched regions in the genome. AFLPs (Fig. 2b) show a
trend to clustering with SSRs, strongly supported by the
(almost) monotonously decreasing value of snd with dis-
tance. On the other hand, they show separation from the
most repeated potions of the genome (IRAPs). Figure 2c
shows that genes (represented by ESTPs) tend to cluster
with SSRs while not deviating from random distribution
relative to other marker classes. IRAPs, representing ret-
rotransposon-dense regions, show overall monotonously
increasing snd values with all other marker classes (Fig. 2d),
suggesting that highly repeated regions occupy well-
defined portions of the genome, separated even from re-
gions with a lower density of the same repeated elements
(see IRAP/SSAP autocorrelation). SSRs (Fig. 2e) show


Fig. 2 Autocorrelograms for each marker class (Panel a) and for
each marker class in combination with all others (Panels b through
f). x-axis: distance classes. 1 0–15 cM, 2 15–30 cM, 3 30–45 cM, 4


45–60 cM, 5 60–75 cM, 6 75–90 cM. y-axis: snd values. Horizontal
dashed lines indicate limits of significance (+1.96 and −1.96)







clustering with the other two low-copy-number marker
classes (AFLPs and ESTPs). Finally, SSAPs do not show
any significant trend except for their strong negative auto-
correlation with IRAPs at short distances, which has been
discussed in the previous paragraphs.


Discussion


A major goal of this paper was to apply a diverse set of
molecular markers to the study of the distribution of their
sequences in the genome, through the analysis of their
distribution in the (recombinational) space of the chromo-
somes. This kind of study has allowed us to obtain a broad-
brushed picture of the structure of Norway spruce genome.


Marker properties per se can provide some information
on genome structure at a relatively small scale. For IRAPs,
all primer combinations involving primers with the same
orientation relative to the LTR sequence (see Tables 2 and 3),
including those with only one primer, produced poor band-
ing patterns and were discarded. This is presumably an
indication of the rarity, in the genome, of pairs of retro-
transposons lying at short distance in “head to head” or “tail
to tail” orientation. On the other hand, the amplification of
fragments in the combinations we have used cannot be
taken directly as an indication of pairs of retrotransposons
in the same orientation at short distance, since we do not
know what fraction of the bands is due to amplification of
single, internally deleted retrotransposons. Perhaps the only
strong indication of association between LTR retrotrans-
posons is the amplification of bands from copia and Alisei
primers together. Indeed, most of the primer pairs that
worked well are a combination of two primers from the two
elements (Tables 2 and 3). Microsatellites displayed in
some cases a large number of (sometimes dominant) seg-
regating bands, indicating that they often amplify multiple
loci, in spite of the fact that they belong to the low-copy-
number fraction of the genome [45, 46]. ESTP markers
were successfully transferred from species of the Pinus
genus (P. pinaster and P. taeda), with a level of polymor-
phism comparable to SSRs, providing the base for the
alignment of Norway spruce linkage groups with other
maps in comparative mapping analyses [7, 52].


The framework maps covered 2,316.4 and 1,668.6 cM
for the female and the male, respectively, not far from the
figure of the map of [37] and of [20] for white spruce.
Differences in map length may be explained by the larger
number of markers segregating in the female parent. This
in turn can be due to chance or to differences in the het-
erozygosity levels of the two trees. Colinearity is generally
verified between the map in [1] and the inclusive map
presented here [1], thus supporting map order and chro-
mosome consistency for codominant markers. Since a sub-
set of SSR markers is also shared between the present map
and the one by [37], it was possible to check this further
pair of maps for consistency. Three pairs of markers appear
both here and in the map of [37]. Other pairs occurring in
the previous map appear to be separated in our map, and in
one case two loci, mapping on separate groups in [37],


appear to be tightly linked here. One possible explanation
for this feature could be that paralogous, instead of
orthologous, loci have been mapped in the two maps, if
two different loci amplified by the same primer pair seg-
regate in the two progenies.


The results of marker distribution analysis support a
nonuniform distribution of sequence classes in the genome,
with clusters of some types of sequences and nonrandom
distribution of sequence classes relative to each other. Hav-
ing built the map with a set of different markers allows us
to make inferences on the structure of Norway spruce
genome as well as to predict which neutral molecular
markers are most likely to be associated with expressed
regions.


Marker distribution in the linkage groups was homoge-
neous (that is, there is no difference in sequence class com-
position among chromosomes), but not all types of markers
contributed equally to the linkage groups globally. Some
marker classes (especially ESTPs) were more represented
than expected in the set of linked markers, while others
(mainly AFLPs) were less. This may mean that ESTPs are
found in regions more marker-rich than AFLPs, thus in-
creasing the probability of being linked; or, on the other
hand, there may be a relationship between sequence com-
position and recombination frequency [27], so that some
sequence classes are preferentially found in regions where
genetic distances are shorter (perhaps due to reduced re-
combination), and therefore, linkage has a stronger sta-
tistical support. Akhunov et al. [3] indeed show that regions
with low-copy-number sequences also show low recombi-
nation in wheat; however, this contrasts to some extent with
the features of Arabidopsis thaliana genome, where regions
of low recombination are associated with repeated ele-
ments such as retrotransposons. In our case, however, the
proportion of linked retroelement-based markers did not
deviate from the expectation, and therefore, we cannot say
that they map to regions where recombination rate is dif-
ferent from average. Conversely, high recombination fre-
quencies have been found in association with genes in
human and maize, while restrictions to recombination is
correlated with lack of colinearity between chromosomes
in a pair [34]. However, differences in overall data-scoring
methods between marker classes, which may affect their
(apparent) linkage, cannot be completely ruled out, in spite
of all efforts made to cross-check data produced in different
conditions.


The analysis of marker distribution obtained by spatial
autocorrelation has proven quite powerful in spite of the
nonsaturation of the map. Our results point to a general
separation of low- and high-copy-number marker types,
and this conclusion is based on a relatively simple test
which makes no assumption on the a priori distribution
of markers in the map. On the other hand, this test takes
advantage of the equal representation of different marker
types in the map and hints at the presence of compositional
differences among large portions of the spruce chromo-
somes. If we consider that haploid genome size of spruce is
15,000 Mbp, and that genome length is approximately
2,800 cM, the distance classes chosen here correspond to







blocks of approximately 83 Mbp on average (not counting
for heterogeneity in recombination rate per unit physical
size, on which no report is currently available for Picea
abies), and therefore, the information we get on the archi-
tecture of spruce genome is at a relatively coarse scale.
Nevertheless, the set of significant autocorrelograms
clearly shows that retrotransposon-based markers tend to
be excluded from the regions where low-copy-number
markers are found (including AFLPs, which by their design
belong to the hypo-methylated fraction of the genome), and
that conversely different types of single-copy markers
(AFLP and SSR) tend to be found close to one another.
This agrees with what was found for maize [18] and A.
thaliana [53], although comparisons with the latter species
may be misleading due to large differences in genome size
and presumably in evolutionary history. These results fit
with the view of a genome where large expanses of re-
peated DNA separate regions that carry low-copy-number
regions, including genes and SSRs. This would also be in
agreement with the presence of gene-rich and gene-poor
regions in other plant species [17]. Clustering of some
marker classes was also found, in accordance with the
observation of the subtelomeric distribution of retrotrans-
posons in Norway spruce genome (Cattonaro unpublished).
Also, microsatellites showed a trend to clustering, which
agrees with the observations by Elsik and Williams [16] of
physical clustering of SSRs in conifer genome.


Recapitulation of the data presented here suggests that
the genome of Norway spruce is not compositionally uni-
form, and perhaps it has not evolved uniformly, in accor-
dance to what has been observed for angiosperms [17].
Observations such as those presented here, and in other
papers (e.g. [16, 23]), indicate that the characterisation at a
finer scale of the genome of conifers may allow the iden-
tification of traces of their genome's past evolution.
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Abstract


The routes through which Norway spruce recolonized the Alps after the last ice age were
investigated at the genetic level. Seven populations along the Alpine range plus one
Apennine population were characterized for seven sequence-characterized amplified
region (SCAR) loci, detecting an overall 


 


F


 


ST


 


 = 0.118. This rather high value for forest species
reflects an uneven distribution of genetic variability, and was analysed through different
statistical methods. Alternative hypotheses were tested under the isolation-by-distance
model and using the analysis of molecular variance (


 


AMOVA


 


) frame. We conclude that the
hypothesis of the existence of a glacial refugium in the Apennines should be rejected,
while a putative relict population is identified in the Maritime Alps. The Alpine range
of Norway spruce appears to be split in two parts across a north–south line. The results
are discussed in comparison with data based on morphological markers, isozymes,
chloroplast microsatellites and mitochondrial markers.
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Introduction


 


The natural history of the Quaternary age is one of
repeated advances and retreats, caused by the oscillations
in the climate during the last two million years. The low
temperatures during the ice ages of the Pleistocene
eliminated most of the species present in Europe. Many
species survived in refugial populations in the south and
probably returned north each time the climate became
milder. The last of these contraction–expansion waves
generated the distribution of biological diversity we
observe today.


These events affected most, if not all, classes of organ-
isms, as described in Taberlet 


 


et al


 


. (1998), and can be
tracked down in the fossil record as well as in the present-
day distribution of genetic variability, both at the morpho-
logical and at the molecular level.


Pollen analysis revealed that Norway spruce survived
during the last glaciation in at least two refugia, one
located in western Russia and the other in the southeast-
ern European mountains, from which the recolonization
of the Alps started (Huntley & Birks 1983).


Studies on genetic variation based on allozymes
(Lagercrantz & Ryman 1990; Bergmann & Ruetz 1991)
have shown that, over the whole range of this species
(displayed in Fig. 1), genetic differentiation among popu-
lations is low. This may be regarded both as an aftermath
of the severe founder effect that resulted from the last
glacial period and as the effect of strong gene flow among
populations, especially over the uninterrupted central
European range. Another factor affecting the present-day
distribution of genetic differentiation is surely the rate
at which Norway spruce recolonized Europe. Indeed, it
has been estimated that this species spread out from its
glacial refugia at 1000–2000 m/year; even in present-day
healthy stands, this species regenerates very rapidly and
can quickly recolonize areas partially managed by man
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(De Infanti, personal communication). The Norway
spruce range reached its maximum extension over only
250–500 generations, and this period may not have been
long enough to allow the single populations to diverge
from each other by genetic drift, especially if they were
large. Moreover, part of the genetic uniformity throughout
Europe may be caused by large-scale planting (Bergmann
& Ruetz 1991).


The Italian distribution of natural stands of Norway
spruce spans the entire Alpine range, and includes a
single stand located in the northern Apennines, near
Campolino (44


 


°


 


07


 


′


 


N, 10


 


°


 


42


 


′


 


E). Palaeoecological data
(Huntley & Birks 1983; Lagercrantz & Ryman 1990) suggest
a recolonization of the Italian Alps immediately after the
late glacial period (around 12 000 years 


 


bp


 


), although
other palynological data indicate the presence of Norway
spruce pollen in northern Italy as early as 14 000 years 


 


bp


 


(C. Ravazzi, personal communication). The suggested
route of repopulation is generally accepted to be an east–
west one, starting from the refugia in the Dinaric Alps
(the currently accepted recolonization routes are depicted
in Lagercrantz & Ryman (1990) ). Under this assumption,
the existence of a natural population in the Apennines is
considered as the final step of the recolonization process,
with this stand being a marginal population. On the other
hand, it has been proposed that the Campolino popu-
lation acted as a repopulation centre for the western Alps,
based on allozymic (Giannini 


 


et al


 


. 1991) and morphological
(Borghetti 


 


et al


 


. 1989) data obtained from several Italian
Alpine populations. This pattern of geographical distribu-
tion of refugia would therefore partially overlap with those


shown for other tree species, such as oaks (Dumolin-
Lapegue 


 


et al


 


. 1997), beech and silver fir (Taberlet 


 


et al


 


.
1998). In all these cases the recolonization of the Italian
peninsula was due to a south–north migration that even-
tually met the central European flows on the Alps,
which acted as a ‘suture zone’ (Taberlet 


 


et al


 


. 1998).
In the study reported here, seven Alpine populations


evenly distributed from west to east and the Apennine
population of Campolino were analysed by means of
molecular markers: STS (or sequence-tagged sites), in
particular SCARs (sequence-characterized amplified
regions; see Paran & Michelmore (1993) ) derived from
random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers
used for the construction of a linkage map (Binelli &
Bucci 1994) and developed by Scotti 


 


et al


 


. (1998) in Norway
spruce. These markers were chosen in order to monitor
the genome randomly and to avoid effects of selection
and of linkage relationships between loci. The main
purpose of our analysis was to clarify the role the Italian
Norway spruce stands played in the events that led to the
observed distribution of the species in Europe. We aimed
to identify putative refugial or relict populations in the
Italian section of the Norway spruce range and to test
alternative hypotheses of the colonization route(s) in the
Alps.


 


Materials and methods


 


Eight Norway spruce populations were sampled: their
position in the Alpine range and their geographical
coordinates are given in Fig. 2. The populations were


Fig. 1 Present-day geographical distribution
of Norway spruce (Picea abies Karst.).
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selected to provide a uniform coverage of the Alpine
range. Two (CN and VDV) were chosen in the south-
western region (Maritime Alps) in order to perform a
more detailed analysis in this region of a possible contact
zone between two migration routes. All the sampled
populations are known as natural and unmanaged by
man. Cones were collected from at least 30 trees, 100 m
apart from each other: seeds were extracted maintaining
maternal identity and stored at 4 


 


°


 


C prior to analysis.
DNA extraction from each endosperm was carried out
as described in Binelli & Bucci (1994).


Each DNA sample was genotyped for seven loci chosen
from 22 available (Scotti 


 


et al


 


. 1998): the markers used
were sequence-specific DNA markers of the SCAR class.
The sequences of the primers of each genetic marker and
the amplification conditions optimized for each pair of
primers are described in Scotti 


 


et al


 


. (1998). For each
parental tree, eight endosperm samples were analysed in


order to minimize the probability of misclassification, as
defined by Bucci 


 


et al


 


. (1997b).
The markers were chosen based on the information


on linkage relationships given in Bucci 


 


et al


 


. (1997a): five
of the loci were unlinked while two of them (SC11 and
SC178) were linked at a map distance of 9.1 cM. This
allowed us to ignore the bias on diversity estimates
caused by linkage and to assess the presence of linkage
disequilibrium for one pair of markers.


Amplification patterns showing band absence/pres-
ence were obtained for any given marker. The genetic
interpretation of the data was that two alleles were
present at each locus and that individuals showing
absence of amplification should be considered homo-
zygous for the ‘null’ allele. For one marker, SC178, a three-
way pattern was observed, individuals showing either
absence of amplification or the presence of one of two
different amplification products. In this case a tri-allelic


Fig. 2 (a) Position of the populations sampled.
The population codes correspond to the following
populations and coordinates: T = Tarvisio
(46°30′N, 13°35′E); V = Val Venosta (46°35′N,
10°50′E); S = Sondrio (46°10′N, 09°52′E); VER = Val
Sesia (45°48′N, 08°12′E); A = Morgex (45°45′N,
07°02′E); CN = Acceglio (44°28′N, 07°00′E);
VDV = Valdieri (44°17′N, 07°24′E); Z = Campolino
(44°07′N, 10°42′E). (b) Connection scheme for
the ‘null’ hypothesis.
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series at the locus was assumed. SC11 was also peculiar
in that for some of the populations it yielded complex
amplification patterns: this was taken as an indication
of possible duplication of the locus in those populations.
For the current analyses, however, only the band of the
expected size was considered as no clear genetic relation-
ship between bands of different sizes could be deduced.


The coded data were analysed using the 


 


genepop


 


 pro-
gram (Raymond & Rousset 1995) to obtain estimates of
genetic diversity (observed and expected heterozygosity)
according to Nei (1987) and of population differentiation


 


F


 


ST


 


 (Weir & Cockerham 1984). Genotypic disequilibrium
between pairs of loci was tested at the single population
level and across all populations by Fisher’s exact test
using the same program.


The geographical distribution of genetic variation was
also studied. A correlation between the matrix of pair-
wise 


 


F


 


ST


 


 values between populations and the matrix of
pairwise geographical distances between populations
was estimated in order to test alternative hypotheses


of isolation by distance. Several connection pathways
among populations were considered, three of which
are displayed in Fig. 2b–d and are discussed in the
Results section. The analysis was also carried out using
the 


 


genepop


 


 package.
A hierarchical analysis of molecular variance (


 


amova;


 


Excoffier 


 


et al


 


. 1992) was performed through the 


 


arlequin


 


program (Schneider 


 


et al


 


. 1997). Genetic divergence among
groups of populations, among populations within groups
and within populations was calculated and the significance
tested by a permutation analysis for alternative partitions
of the Alpine range, in accordance with the recolonization
hypotheses cited above.


 


Results


 


Diversity analysis


 


Seven SCAR loci were analysed for eight Norway spruce
populations. Each marker detected two alleles per


Fig. 2 (c) Connection scheme for the ‘Z’
hypothesis. (d) Connection scheme for the
‘nonZ’ hypothesis (see text for explanation).
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population, with the exception of SCAR 178 (three alleles
in populations V and Z) and SCAR 179, which was
monomorphic in the VDV population. SCAR 11 detected
additional amplification products in the T, V and Z
populations.


The values of observed and expected heterozygosity,
for each population, and the estimates of 


 


F


 


ST


 


, for each
population pair, are reported in Table 1. Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium was checked for all loci in all populations by
testing the departure of 


 


F


 


IS


 


 from zero under the null
hypothesis. Out of 55 possible tests (SC179 was not poly-
morphic in one population), 22 showed a 


 


F


 


IS


 


 value signi-
ficantly different from zero and always negative, thus
indicating an excess of heterozygotes for that particular
locus (data not shown). Only for population S (all loci)
and locus SC127 (all populations) was no deviation from
the equilibrium found.


The populations appear qualitatively separated in two
groups based on the amplification results of markers
SC11 and SC178, the former amplifying extra bands in
populations T, V and Z and the latter showing one extra
allele in populations V and Z.


The proportion of diversity, measured by Wright’s 


 


F


 


ST


 


,
resulting from differentiation among populations was
0.118, which is two to three times greater than that
obtained by other authors in the same species using
isozyme markers (Lundkvist 1979; Lagercrantz & Ryman
1990; Morgante & Vendramin 1991). This result may be
due to the extreme divergence of some populations from
others, as deduced from the 


 


F


 


ST


 


 values in Table 1. In
particular the figures for the pairs VDV–CN and VDV–Z


are striking, considering that populations VDV and CN
are only 30 km apart.


 


Isolation-by-distance analysis


 


The uneven distribution of population differentiation
observed is reflected in the isolation-by-distance analysis.
The 


 


F


 


ST


 


 values were used to test several alternative
models, and the matrix of the genetic distances was
correlated with different matrices of geographical dis-
tances computed along the shortest path from popula-
tion to population within different connection schemes.
The three most divergent schemes are discussed here (see
Fig. 2).


The first matrix (Fig. 2b) was built with the Euclidean
geographical distances between the populations and
corresponds to a ‘null’ hypothesis where the populations
are only connected by long-distance gene flows (Le Corre


 


et al


 


. 1997). In this case, no differentiation is caused by
historical events and the most distant stands diverge by
drift due to differential intensity of pollen flows. The per-
mutation test for this hypothesis gave a 


 


P


 


-value = 0.819.
Therefore it is highly unlikely that the observed distribution
of the genetic diversity is caused by simple random drift.


The second scheme (Fig. 2c) represents the recoloniza-
tion of the western Alps starting from Campolino, as sug-
gested by Morgante & Vendramin (1991). We call this the
‘Z’ hypothesis, that is, a scenario in which population Z
plays a key role. Under this model, two flows, one from
the east and one from the southwest, meet and mix in the
middle part of the Alpine range. In this case we observed
a 


 


P


 


-value = 0.619, which is lower than for the ‘null’
hypothesis, but still far from being statistically significant.


The third matrix (Fig. 2d) is based on a separation
between the eastern and western parts of the Alps, as
apparently suggested by studies on chloroplast and mito-
chondrial DNA (G. G. Vendramin & C. Sperisen, unpub-
lished), and on the observations obtained from our raw
data. Population Z was connected to the eastern popu-
lations (T and V) based on the sharing of qualitative
features at loci SC178 and SC11 (see above), not shown by
the other five populations. The distances between S and
V, and between CN and VDV were arbitrarily aug-
mented by 200 km, to simulate the separation between
the eastern and western parts of the Alpine range and the
isolation of VDV as suggested by its peculiar distribution
of the polymorphism across loci and its genetic distance
from CN, expressed by the 


 


F


 


ST


 


 value. We call this hypo-
thesis ‘nonZ’ to highlight the situation of the Z population,
which would not act in this case as a centre for repopu-
lation of the western part of the Alps, but would be a
marginal population immigrating from the east. Alternatively,
the Z population under this model might have contributed
to the repopulation of the eastern part of the Alps; the


Table 1 (a) Values of observed heterozygosity (HO) and expected
heterozygosity (HE); (b) FST values for each population pair


(a) HO HE


T 0.786 0.468
V 0.422 0.383
S 0.505 0.402
VER 0.634 0.440
A 0.624 0.434
CN 0.690 0.439
VDV 0.499 0.354
Z 0.479 0.358


(b) T V S VER A CN VDV


V 0.044
S 0.061 0.048
VER 0.038 0.023 0.000
A 0.030 0.007 0.072 0.037
CN 0.075 0.147 0.108 0.075 0.156
VDV 0.105 0.036 0.016 0.028 0.078 0.221
Z 0.034 0.101 0.147 0.122 0.138 0.124 0.182
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status of population Z is further discussed throughout the
paper. In this case, 


 


P 


 


= 0.230, which is also nonsignificant,
but much lower than the figure for the ‘null’ hypothesis.


 


Genotypic disequilibrium analysis


 


The genotypic disequilibrium was tested for all pairs of
markers for each population and for all the populations
together. Twenty-one pairs were tested for each popu-
lation except for the VDV population (only 15 pairs of
markers), for which locus SC179 was monomorphic. The
list of the pairs of loci that showed significant departures
from equilibrium at the 5% level is shown in Table 2. In
particular, it can be noted that two pairs (SC45–SC127
and SC45–SC149) showed disequilibrium over all the
populations together, while the VDV population showed
four pairs of loci in disequilibrium. We consider the
distortions that do not occur across all the populations
to be due to population-specific (historical) events, and
those occurring across all populations as due to events
shared by all the populations together, such as shared
large-scale selective pressure. Therefore, the latter kind
of disequilibria should not be taken into account when
looking for effects related to population bottlenecks,
founder effects or the like (Bucci 


 


et al


 


. 1997b). Because
the significance level was set to 5%, it was expected that
about one marker pair in 20 may show disequilibrium
just by chance. Therefore, a strictly conservative ana-
lysis implies that the only populations carrying ‘true’
genotypic disequilibria are those that show at least two
disequilibria not detected at the across-populations level.
Only three populations shared this feature: VER, VDV and


Z. In particular, the VDV population showed more dis-
equilibria than any other, with the least number of marker
pairs analysed (15 instead of 21, due to the fixation of
SC179), and the Z population was the only one that
carried a linkage disequilibrium (between SC11 and SC178).


 


AMOVA


 


 analysis


 


amova


 


 was performed on the raw data set to test the
same set of hypotheses tested through the isolation-by-
distance analysis. Nevertheless, the two methods must
be considered complementary and independent, as the
former is based on the partition of the variance of metric
distances between individual genotypes and the latter
involves a nonlinear transformation of data, that leads
to the probability of identity of alleles based on gene
frequencies (Excoffier 


 


et al


 


. 1992).
The alternative hypotheses tested are depicted in Fig. 3


and will be presented here. Hypothesis A implies the
recolonization of part of the Alps, corresponding to their
southwestern region (Maritime Alps), by the Apennine
population. Hypothesis B is an extension of hypothesis A
and fully corresponds to the conclusions of Morgante &
Vendramin (1991). Hypotheses C and D are alternatives
to A and B and strictly related to each other, differing
in the role played by population VDV. This is viewed as
part of the western Alpine range in hypothesis C and as a
true relict population in hypothesis D. The results of the
analysis of variance are displayed in Table 3. It can be
noted that the within-population component accounts for
about 90% of the total variance, and this result is in accord
with the value of 


 


F


 


ST


 


 found, taking into account the dif-
ferences in the assumptions for the estimate of the two
parameters. Also, 


 


amova


 


 confirms the high degree of
among-population differentiation compared with the
previous studies quoted above.


For hypotheses A and B the estimate of the among-
groups component was negative, which means that the
true value must be zero or close to zero. The two hypotheses
are therefore rejected and, based on 


 


amova


 


, population
Z cannot be assigned to the western part of the Alpine
range of Norway spruce.


Hypothesis C, on the contrary, was the only one show-
ing a 


 


P


 


-value < 0.05 and therefore the among-groups
component of variance was significantly different from
zero at the 5% level. Hypothesis D had a small but pos-
itive value of the among-groups component of variance.
According to the permutation test, this value is on the
borderline of significance at the 10% level (


 


P


 


-value = 0.097).
Therefore, hypotheses A and B must definitely be


rejected, while hypothesis C cannot be rejected and
hypothesis D needs further analysis. 


 


amova


 


 supports the
partition in two subranges across a north–south line, with
the Apennines belonging to the eastern range.


Table 2 Analysis of genotypic disequilibrium. The pairs of loci
in disequilibrium within the population (significance level = 5%)
are reported. The pairs of loci in disequilibrium across
populations are shown in italic


Population Pairs of loci in disequilibrium


T SC178–SC045
V SC011–SC149


SC149–SC045
S SC127–SC149


SC127–SC045
VER SC178–SC045


SC127–SC045
SC127–SC179


 A —
CN —
VDV SC127–SC045


SC178–SC029
SC127–SC029
SC045–SC029


Z SC178–SC011
SC149–SC179
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Discussion


 


The use of STSs has proven to be highly successful in
detecting genetic variation in Norway spruce: all seven
loci were polymorphic and one of them was able to detect
at least three alleles for two populations. However, the
results obtained contrast with the conclusions regarding
the postglacial expansion of Norway spruce drawn in
previous papers.


In most cases in our populations a significant excess
of heterozygotes was detected, which may possibly be
ascribed to negative assortative mating or selection
favouring the heterozygotes. Heterozygote excess has
previously been observed in 


 


Picea abies


 


 (Boscherini 


 


et al


 


.
1993). Nevertheless, one of the populations (VDV),
located at the southwestern edge of the Alps, showed fixa-
tion at one locus, which can be interpreted as the mark


of genetic bottlenecks experienced by this stand in the
past. This feature makes the population different from
the neighbouring ones. This observation is reinforced
by the values of 


 


F


 


ST


 


 observed for the pairs VDV–CN
(


 


F


 


ST


 


 = 0.22) and VDV–Z (


 


F


 


ST


 


 = 0.18). The overall level of
genetic diversity due to population differentiation was
unexpectedly high in our data set, with 


 


F


 


ST


 


 = 0.118 (as
compared with 


 


F


 


ST


 


 = 0.053 in Lagercrantz & Ryman (1990) ).
In Norway spruce, low levels of genetic differentiation
between populations are explained by the mating system
and by the widespread diffusion on the continental mass
which has favoured high migration rates. Moreover,
the extant distribution of the genetic variability of
European forest species was mainly shaped by the
events during the last glaciation and by postglacial
migration processes, which favoured genetic exchanges
(Taberlet 


 


et al


 


. 1998).


Fig. 3 Graphical description of the hypotheses tested by the analysis of molecular variance (amova).


Table 3 Analysis of molecular variance (amova) for the four hypotheses of partition of the populations displayed in Fig. 3.%
var. = percentage of variation explained by the component. Statistical significance is shown at the 10% level (*) and at the 5% level (**)


Hypothesis A Hypothesis B Hypothesis C Hypothesis D


d.f. % var. d.f. % var. d.f. % var. d.f. % var.


Among groups 1 –1.16 1 –2.29 1 4.33** 2 1.81*
Among populations within groups 6 8.84 6 9.57 6 8.72 5 9.81
Within populations 426 92.31 426 92.73 426 86.95 426 88.37
Total 433 433 433 433
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The situation seems to be quite different in the Italian
range, as we observed genetic structuring with a some-
what higher differentiation among populations. This may
be due to the presence of populations that originated
from different refugia but did not have the chance of
introgressing freely, due to the presence of geographical
barriers such as the Alps themselves or inhospitable
environments in the Po valley.


The Z (Campolino) population plays a pivotal role in
our study, as it has been thought that this population
could have acted as one source of repopulation for the
Alpine populations in a clockwise direction (Giannini


 


et al


 


. 1991). This hypothesis was based on the observations
that this isolated and relatively small population is char-
acterized by a high level of diversity for isozymes, and
that some alleles were uniquely found in this population.
As a further indication, one allele at the GOT-B locus had
a high frequency (above 20%) in Campolino and in the
Italian populations of the most western part of the Alps,
while it was usually found at null or very low frequency
(less than 5%) in all other populations in Italy and Europe
(Bergmann & Ruetz 1991; Giannini 


 


et al


 


. 1991; Morgante
& Vendramin 1991). Also, morphological data seemed
to confirm a direct relationship between Campolino and
the Italian western populations. Based on morphometric
traits of cone scales, Magini 


 


et al


 


. (1980) and Borghetti


 


et al


 


. (1989) supposed the existence of a direct migration
pathway between the Tuscan Apennine and the Valle
d’Aosta (northwest Italian Alps) populations.


Our results seem to disprove these hypotheses, based
on several statistical analyses.


The isolation-by-distance analyses carried out do not
show any significant correlation between genetic and
geographical distances among populations in any of the
connection pathways examined (see Fig. 2 and Results).
This may be due to the small number of populations ana-
lysed and to the fact that only one tenth of the genetic
variation is due to the differentiation among populations.
This means that the populations show a built-in uniform-
ity and therefore correlation coefficients from this ana-
lysis will exhibit high standard deviations. Nevertheless,
in our study the hypothesis connecting the Z population
(Apennines) with the northeastern populations has the
strongest relative statistical support, excluding any rela-
tionship between this (putative) refugium stand and the
western forests that should have derived from it.


This is also confirmed by the 


 


amova


 


 analysis per-
formed on our data set (see Fig. 3 and Results), following
which the Apennine population Z cannot be grouped
with the western populations and therefore could not
have contributed to their repopulation. On the contrary,
the only subdivision supported by statistical significance
is the one that groups the Z population with the eastern
populations V and T. This subdivision is confirmed by


a third (qualitative) feature, that is the presence in
populations V and Z of one extra allele at locus SC178 and
the appearance of extra polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
products in the amplification of marker SC11 in some
individuals of populations T, V and Z. The latter may be
caused by a duplication of the locus corresponding to the
marker; this fact, if confirmed, would carry a high phylo-
genetic value in the reconstruction of the relationships
among populations, and deserves further study. Another
topic related to this, and not considered in this study, may
be the analysis of the distribution of major chromosomal
rearrangements. The presence of such variability in the popu-
lations of Norway spruce has been considered by Bucci
et al. (1997a) and would be an excellent marker of large-
scale demographic events such as bottlenecks, migrations
and expansions. The availability of moderately saturated
genetic linkage maps for Norway spruce (Binelli & Bucci
1994; Paglia et al. 1998) renders this analysis feasible and easy.


We analysed the presence of genotypic disequilibria for
all pairs of loci: the population exhibiting the highest
number of loci in disequilibrium was the VDV popula-
tion (three of 14). This can be interpreted as the mark of
severe bottlenecks which occurred in the past, although
we cannot date such events by our marker system. More-
over, the fixation of one locus (SC179) and the high
genetic distance of this population from the close neigh-
bouring population CN (FST = 0.22), fit well in a picture of
isolation and genetic drift. Therefore, several results bring
us to the provisional conclusion that the VDV population
may be a true relict population, that did not contribute
to the colonization of the rest of the Alpine range. On
the other hand, recent chloroplast microsatellite data
(G. G. Vendramin et al., unpublished) demonstrate that
similar diversity values are scored for the different Italian
populations. However, because the chloroplast genome
is carried by the pollen, and because pollen flow can be
rather intense over distances such as those discussed
here, the distribution of chloroplast variability may reflect
present gene flow rather than past migrations. The effects
of pollen migration on the chloroplast gene frequencies
are twice as strong as those on nuclear gene frequencies,
because their effective population sizes are half that of the
nuclear genome (Ferris et al. 1998).


In view of this, the putative pivotal role of population
Z in repopulating the Alps is highly unlikely. It is also
true, however, that grouping Z with the T/V (eastern)
group does not necessarily mean that the former derived
from the latter. Could a migratory flow have gone from
the Apennines to the northeastern region of the Alps?
There is at least one clue that the Z population is a mar-
ginal population rather than a refugium: this stand is the
only one displaying one linkage disequilibrium (SC11–
SC178) and we would expect that, if some individuals
had left this population to establish new ones, they would
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have brought with them the same genetic feature. The
extent of the disequilibrium in the daughter populations
may be even wider because of founder effects. Because
this linkage disequilibrium is not observed in any popu-
lation other than Z, we are again inclined to think that
this is a marginal population rather than a central one.
This view is also supported by the evolution of the
pollen distribution in the past, as shown by fossil records
(Huntley & Birks 1983).


The uncertainties connected with our conclusions
could be overcome by using an increased number of
markers, including those based upon mitochondrial and
chloroplast DNA. Due to the particular inheritance of
these markers in conifers (the mitochondrial genome is
maternally inherited, while the chloroplast is paternally
inherited), the provenance of each of the three genomes
could be monitored. In fact, preliminary results obtained
using chloroplast microsatellite markers have been
able to detect a statistically significant differentiation
between populations of the Alpine–central European
and the southwestern Alpine areas (G. G. Vendramin,
unpublished).


The data obtained on nuclear neutral genetic markers
support a picture of genetic variation of Norway spruce
in the Alps in which the Apennine populations branched
out from the main migration flow coming from the
Dinaric Alps in a northeast to southwest direction, while
the western range has another origin that has still to be
clarified. The status of populations Z (Apennine) and
VDV (Maritime Alps) is uncertain, although there is some
indication that the latter is a true relict population (Fig. 3,
hypothesis D). Further studies are needed to confirm (or
reject) this model. Meanwhile these results could be used
as a guideline for projects aimed at the conservation of
what seems to be the peculiar distribution of genetic
diversity of P. abies in Italy.
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